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Ym INTERNATIONAL
MODEL MAIL ORDER HOUSE

Suppliers to the British and Overseas Governments

HUMBROL BADGER

AIR BRUSHES

We
illustrate

model
200

'A' Humbrol Badger Air
brush Set Contents 200 Air-

[ brush, airline, power pack
[ connector. 4 jars, power
' pack, instruction leaflet,
guarantee £19.55
'B' Humbrol Badger 250
Spray Gun Contents 250
spray gun, airline, power
pack connector. 2 jars, in
struction leaflet £5.06

K'C Humbrol Badger 250
Spray Gun Set Contents,
250 spray gun, airline,
power pack connector. 5

jars, power pack, instruc
tion leaflet £6.36
Other Airbrushes
100 XF Super fineiine air

brush with cup
100 IL Super fineiine air

brush with jar
150 IL Poster air brush

#\a. AT - £23.00
Badger Accessories
20 oz. Propellent £1.00
12 oz. Propellent 65p
MP 1033 Portable air com

pressor with adaptor
£32.19

50-029 Tyre adaptor 84p
50-0052 Spare jar with lid

19p
50-0241 Jar gaskets (3) 24p
50-200 Air regulator £2.96
50-004 On/Off valve £1.12
50-001 6'air hose £1.69

10' air hose £2.16

NEW AFV KITS
TAMIYA 1/25th scale
B.C. Jagd Panther with crew £7.73
Panther V with crew £7.73

TAMIYA 1/35 scale
Sandbags - Barricade sets or Jerry-
cans each 30p

US M551 Sheridan (2 motors R/C)
£3.50

German Kettenkraftad Sd, Kfz 2 with
diecast engine, trailer crew £1.09

TAMIYA 1/35th Military figures
4 German Infantry Soldiers 30p
3 British Infantry Soldiers 30p
4 German Afrika Korps 30p
4 German Army Officers 30p
4 US Army Infantry 30p

RIKO 1/48th scale
German Marder Tank £1.02

ITALAERI KITS
PzKpfz38{T) £1.26
Self-propelled M40 gun £1.36

CARS
RIKO Veteran Car Kits
1/16th 1935 Morgan £2.91
1/16th 1928 Lincoln £4.54
AMT 1/25th Commercial
Peterbuilt Truck £3.11
LNT-BOOO Ford Truck £2.54
Fruehauf Box Trailer £3.11
Kenworth W-925 Long Nose £3.11
Fruehauf Ext Post Van £3.11
Ford 0-900 Tractor £2.54
Diamond Reo Tractor £3.11
White Western Star £3.11
Trailmobile/Allied Moving Van £3.11
White Freightliner Dual Drive £3.11
Ford Snow Plough £4.36
1/43rd Commercial
Peterbuilt 359 Conventional £2.18
Fruehauf Reefer £1.95
Kenworth Cabover £2.18
Fruehauf Ext Post Van £1.95

KITS WITH A
DIFFERENCE
Leonardo da Vinci Inventions
Movable Crane £1.81
Steam Cannon £1.81
Self-propelled Boat £1.81

RIKO
Honda CB750 £6.36
1/6th Human Body with transparent

parts £1.81

VAT

Please add 10% to all orders in
cluding cost of postage and

packing except books.
Post and Packing U.K.

Please add 10% to al l orders up
to £5 (minimum lOp). Over £5
post free. C.O.D. charge 45p.

TELEX No. 92874
The Fastest Service Possible

Overseas Post 8i Packing extra.

BOOKS
ALMARK Paperbacks
French Napoleonic Infantry, Emir

Bukhari £1.75
The American West, R. May & G. A.

Embleton £2.00

BELLONA
Military Vehicle Data No. 22 25p
Military Vehicle Prints No. 36 -
Ansaldo, Semovante DA 105/25
Sturmgeshuetz 30p

ARMS & ARMOUR PRESS
German Tanks of W.W.I! £4.75

IAN ALLAN

British Lorries, C. S. Klapper £2.95
Mosquito at War, Chaz Bowyer £3.50
Mil itary Dress of North America,

Martin Woodrow £4.95
Arms & Armour
Red Army Uniforms & Insignia 75p
Bombers of the West, R. Gunston

£3.95

Aircraft 1974. Edited by J. W. Taylor
£2.25

WARGAME RULES
Ancient 1000 BC to AD 1000. Now

in third edition 70p
1750-1850 for use with 20, 25 & 30
mm figures, easily adapted for 12-J
and 15mm figures 50p

1925-1975 Infantry action. Based on
the Infantry Platoon in action,
alternative scale for 54mm figures

each 50p

HISTOREX

PLASTIC

KITS

GUARDHOUSE METAL FIGURES 54mm
flMIES OF NAPOLEON IN KIT FORM WITH FULL
ThI M»„„lpnn ASSEMBLY AND PAINTING
niH r^.prH nwirpr GUIDE, EASY TO FOLLOW

r.^prH rronpdipr KNIGHTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES
r prripmpn hmAp KN 1 The Black Prince
Thfcponrp KN 2 The Dauphin of France
u OOP, rFMto Tn f KN 3 Nobleman in armour 140CKN 3 Nobleman in armour 1400

Mounted Figures £1.50 I 1
Foot Figures 73p s
Cannon or Howitzer £2.18 jf Jj
Limber i« 13^ Ib
Cannon, Limber, team K
complete £7.45 P

Caisson £2.73 "
Caisson, team complete £7.28 ̂
3 foot figures in same packet.
same type rank position £1.50 ^

Boxed set The Emperor's Concert £7.45
Boxed set Friedland (Cannon, limber, two
horse team & driver. 7 foot, 1 mtd. £8.41

Pyrogravure plus 1 head B.11 £4.16
Heads for pyrogravure 80p
Paints (set 8 colours) _ £1.37

THE ARMIES OF NAPOLEON

NAP 1 The Emperor Napoleon
NAP 2 Old Guard Officer
NAPS Old Guard Grenagjier
NAP 4 Guardsman - Horse

Chasseurs

NAP 5 Hussar Trooper (Elite Co.)
NAP 6 Light Infantry Officer

THE ARMIES OF WELLINGTON

WEL 1 The Duke of Wellington
WEL 2 Line Infantry Officer
WEL 3 Line Infantry Private
WEL 4 Highland Officer
WEL 5 Highland Private
WEL 6 Light Infantry Officer
WEL 7 Light Infantry Private
WEL 8 Rifle Brigade Officer
WEL 9 Rifle Brigade Private
WEL 10 Scots Greys Private

All 45p PER KIT

NEW AIRCAN NO. 41
McDonnell F4 Phantom in USAF-
US Navy, USMC, RAP, FHA, Luft
waffe service £1.25

ARMY BOOKS 8i COLOURING GUIDE
Army Uniforms of W.W.2 £1.50
Military Uniforms of the World in

Colour £1.50
Encyclopedia Book of Infantry Uni
forms 1855-1939 Book II £1.50

Infantry Uniforms 1742-1855 £1.50
Warriors and Weapons in colour

£1.95

Cavalry Uniforms of Britain & Com
monwealth, in colour £1.50

Uniforms of the Napoleonic War
1796-1814 £1.69

Army Badges & Insignia since 1945
£1.65

ARMS 8t ARMOUR
Military Small Arms 20th Century

£5.60

LIQU-A-PLATE
For use with spray guns, Badger,
etc., giving a GREAT NEW SILVER
METALLIC FINISH, very realistic, it
can be polished or left dull for
different metallic effect, after spray
ing and/or polishing, the model can
be sealed with special sealer.
LIQU-A-PLATE 60p per jar
SEALER eopperjar

NEW MAMELUKES
W MOUNTED £1.50 each

731. Officer, Guidon Bearer,
Toug (Emblem) Bearer,

1  Trumpeter, Mameluke
732. Kettle Drummer
733 Guide, Tambourine

rr^/ player, Cymbalist, Jingling
Vm Johnnie

734a. Roustam at ease or
attention

« B 734b. Roustam 73p
New Series Historical Fig-
ures, the pair £1.50

jIj ^ Horse Artillery team plus
OS 2 drivers, complete £4.91

1  rank; 7 musicians, give
AtL rank and position £3.00

(  Box set of Tuileries Revue
mounted, 7 foot) £7.45

£4 16 £7.45
80p HiSTOREX ILLUSTRATED

£1.37 CATALOGUE £1 post paid

FOR APRIL DELIVERY as promised to us
TAMIYA 1/48 Mitsubishi J2M3 Raiden
1/12 Honda F.I (no motor) £5.00 « ̂  1
1/12 Datsun 240G £10.00 1/35 8 British 8th Army Infantry
1/100 F 105D Thunderchief 68p (Desert Rats) 63p
1/25 Centurion Tank with interior 1/35 8 German Artillery Troops 63p

detail £9.09
1/100 Boeing B52D Stratofortress Japanese Kit eeirv\Japanese Kit

1/16 1 939 Jaguar SS100

KN 4 Knight in armour 1400
KN 5 Knight in armour 1415
KN 6 Knight in Transitional

armour 1330
KN 7 Knight in Crecy armour

1346

KN 8 Knight in Italian armour
1465

KN 9 Knight in Gothic armour
14W

KN 10 Crusader in surcoat 1200
KN 11 Knight in Helm 1250
KN 12 Knight in Crested Helm 1285
KN 13 French Crossbowman

1340-1440

BOATS
TAMIYA 1/700th Waterline Ships
Yahagi Cruiser 86p
Tama Light Cruiser wp

HELLER 1/400th Warships
Le Suffren, missile launcher £2.00
Foch, Aircraft Carrier £3.63
Strasbourg, Battleship £3.63

1/400th Soviet Ships
Potemkine Cruiser £1.53
Lenin Ice Breaker £2.00
Aurore Cruiser £1.53

Merchant Ships
Volontaire Deep Sea Trawler 1/200th

£1.53

Seine, Fleet Refueller 1/400th £1.53
Avenie Modern Passenger Ship £3.63

AIRCRAFT
TAMIYA 1/48th scale
Naka-Jima A6M2-N Type 2 (Rufe)

£1.50

1/100 Jet Fighter - Sikorsky CH-54
Sky Crane £1.09

RIKO

1/32 Jap Navy Type Trainer Willow
£2.86

1/48 Willow Trainer Biplane 90p
Japanese Navy Trainer Type 93 Float
Plane Willow 1/32 scale £3.40

AERODECAL - NEW
21a F102A Delta Dagger 41p
22a F106A/B Delta Dart 41p

ITALAERI 1/72nd
Gotha GO 242/244 Transport Glider

or engine with Kubelwagen £1.36

DELTA 1/72nd
Macchi Castoldi MC72 73p
Savoia Marchetti S.56X £1.81

MOTORCYCLES
PROTAR 1/19th
BMW 500 2-cyl. solo £3.0(
Guzzi V7 750 Special £4.0E
Jawa Speedway £3.21
Norton 750 Commando £4.5^
Gilera 500 4-cyl. Duke £3.0(

PRICES STATED

in this advertisement are as ac
curate as possible as we write
same, but, prices are rising so
fast, we can only supply from
present stock. New stock must,
regretfully, be at prices current
on delivery to us.

BMW MODELS. 327-329 Haydons Rd., Wimbledon, London, S.W.I9. Telex 928 374. 01-540 7333/4
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RM 201 I

NAVAL LUGER

Special version of George '
Luger's classic design ^
features longer barrel
and long range rear sight.

£18.56

BROOMHANDLEMAUSER^Sp
The first successfui HsP"
machine pistol ever

developed. Model shown was

made specially for the German army.

£33.75

RM300

COLT .45 GOVERNMENT AUTO
Rugged automatic
made famous by G. I.'s
in campaigns

throughout the world. J
:i6.3i

todavi -
Enclose large

addressed envelope

and 10p to cover
postage and administration

WESTERN

'  RM 400 CIVIL WAR NAVY COLT
This cap-and-bali revolver was

the most famous and widely-used side-
arm of both Union and Confederate

forces in the Civil War. £16.87

Replica Models
■  M IKi I .d

Dept WN . 34 North Street

Hailsham . Sussex.

AUTOMATICS

RM 205 m

WALTHER PPK AUTO ^
Famous model from the

Second World War, and

still used by International

Security Agencies today. A

trim, compact double-action

automatic

iHHIlL

RM 103 ^
BUNTLINE SPECIAL ^
Legendary long barrel arm of
Wyatt Earp. Limited production
presentation piece. 12" barrel.

£18.00

RM 100 5BB9HH
COLT PEACEMAKER XH
Fast-draw, single-action
legendary arm of the Old
West. Fabled companion of Texas

Rangers. 4%'.' barrel.
£14.58

YELLOW BOY

CARBINE

Superbly detailed copy of

the 1866 carbine. Brass frame,

without sliding dust cover on
injection slot; spring fed Idading gate and fully
functioning lever, which feeds dummy brass

cartridges. £38.25

■ RM600 m

Name Z SCHMEISSER "MP40"I SUBMACHINE GUN
Address I ̂ perfect copy of the finest, most usedB submachine gun of the Second World

H War, which really amazes the experts.
5 Authentic folding stock and detachable

Registered In England No. 992449 | 32-round magazine, as used by crack
Registered office as above. ^ Waffen 88 and German paratroops. £50.62"

BROWNING HI-POWER^"^^
Declared by many experts to
be one of the most reliable and

accurate of the 9mm automatics.

The Hi-Power's 13 shot magazine made 9NIB
it popular with military men throughout
the world. £16.00

RM 902 FRENCH

SERVICE MODEL i".
1935-A VfPHIB
A relatively lightweight
automatic favoured by the Vichy
French forces during WW II. This
popular automatic has an eight
round magazine and fires high JJi^®
velocity 7.65 calibre ammunition. £14.50

RUSSIAN TOKAREV AUTO^^^^^^F
This Russian automatic has a

calibre of 7.62, a magazine capacity
of 7 rounds, and a range of reputedly
over one thousand yards. Used Hl^l
extensively by Russian officers during WW II

iii £15.00

NO LICENCE

REQUIRED



Leicester Micro Models Ltd
Micro Tanks Micro Soidiers Micro Ships

Registered Office:

5 GOSS BARTON, NAILSEA, BRISTOL BS19 2XD

MICiiQ-IAl\lKS - 1:300 SCALE LMl MODELS 7p. each

BRITISH

Crusader Tank
Matilda Tank

Valentine Tank

Churchill Tank

Crocodile Flame Trailer

Humber Armoured Car II

15 Cv/to Truck
3 Ton Truck
25 pdro G-un firing
25 pdr. Limbered
6 pdr. firing
2 pdi'o firing
Bren Carrier

Quad Truck
Cromwell

Bishop
Bofors Quad
Daimler A/C
Marmon Herrington A/C
Archer 3P 17 pd.
17 pdr. Gun firing
Vicker Light Tank
A9 Crui s e r T ank
A30 Challenger Tank
AI3 Cruiser

AiviEittCAd

Chevrolet 30 Cwt. Truck
Grant Tank

Sherman Tank

Stuart Tank

M3 T track
i Ton Jeep
Chevrolet LRDG truck

M 10 Tank Destroyer
Sherman 'Firefly'
M 18 Hellcat
Mack 5x6 Truck

155 mm Howitzer
.M36 tank Destroyer
Long Tom
3.7 A,A. Gim

ITALIAN

M 13/40 Tank
Semovente 75/18
Autoblinda A/C

To Come;

Staghound A/C T 17 El
Monty's Humber Snipe/Staff Gar
Hitler's Mercedes/staff Car

GERMAN

Fz. kpfw I Tank
Dz. kpfw II Tank
rz. kpfw III Tank
Pz. kpfw IV Tank
Tiger I Tank
Tiger II Tank
Panther Tank

Stug. Ill Assault Gun
Pz. Ki FVi/ I 4.7 cm Pak (t)
Sd. kfz 7 (88 Tractor)
^;d. kfz 251 - i track
Sd. kfz 232 armoured car
Sd. kfz 234 Puma
Field car

8.8 cm. Flak firing
5.0 cm. Pak 38 firing
Jagdtiger
Elephant
Jagdpanther
Limbered 88

PzFH Wespe 105 mm 3P
Nashorn SP 86 A/T
Jagdpanzer IV
liummel 150 mm SP
i'iarder III

Sd. kfz 222 A/C
Jagdpaner Hetzer
Sturmpanzer IV
Motor cycle comb.
Rubelwagen
Opel 3 Ton Truck
Opel Maultier
Pak 40 (,75 mm) AT,& Crew
Sd. 234/3 a/G
Saurer 4x2 Truck

Sd. 250
Schwerer Wehrmachtschlepper half

track

RUSSIAN

KV.I Tank

T 34/76 Tank
SU 185 Assault gun
ISU 122 Assault gun
J.S.III Stalin Tank

T 34/85 Tank
GAZ Truck

Katyusha Rocket Laimcher

;^l22_aYa'il§^ie_iB_li5iJted_^uantities

D.U.K.W., B.T.7.
vv'hite Scout Car,
J . S. II

Bedford Bowser.



GREENWOOD
(^BALLI

61 WESTBURY STREET THORNABY-ON-TEES TEESSIDE

Persia

Officer cloak and double crested Corinthian

helmet

Standard Bearer k V

Hoplite Corinthian hejaif^rtV^Hoplite Coriniy-fJ^TwXS^

isr
Archer armoure^iiWfU^rTow from quiver
Sythian Mercenary Archer unarmoured
drawing bow
Spartan Hoplite cloak crestedPiJjjJ^^^l^-^'^
in reserve

^^j^^^i^ilrtmeldjavalin and Thracian

Theban Hoplite attic helmet in reserve
Cavalry Officer
Cavalry Standard Bearer

SQi

Officer

Standard Bearer

Immortal attacking
Infantryman unarmoured spear and shield

bow in case attacking
k C kortal in reserve

\rtal firing bow
^^Imryman unarmoured shield and javelin

Infantryman unarmoured firingShield hung on spea^|antgj^Ri^^^^(^^^^0^

^^^((f^fandar^Mre r
"Cavalryman unarmoured spear and shield

with bow in case

Cavalryman unarmoured with spear and
bow in case

Cavalryman armoured with spear and -
shield

Sythed Chariot with 2 crew

Registered Office: 2 IMPERIAL DRIVE • NORTH HARROW • MIDDLESEX

NEW FROM
ARMOUR ACCESSORIES
(For distribution we hope, by April 1st)

Superb 1135th Scale German
W» W. II Infantry Figures
Each kit is composed of 68 parts and epgraved by the
same team who produce Historex

Fig. No. 1 Running figure wearing helmet, jackboots,
closed collar, all belts and equipment.

Fig. No. 2 Standing figure, wearing helmet, long trousers,
closed collar, no belts but all equipment.

Fig. No. 3 Kneeling figure wearing helmet, jackboots, open
collar, all belts and equipment.

65p each plus lOp post and packing on any quantity from
your local Historex retailer or by mail order

from: HISTOREX AGENTS, 3 CASTLE ST, DOVER



A Ckirftain of 'A'. Squadron 4 RTR
.passing the Russian War Memorial in Berlin.

EDITORIAL ^J , •
Editorial Office K s—— ^ I ^
Donald Featherstone ■.

Southampton S01 SAD ^K-|' H k 4tHants, U.K. ^E|' ' L I I
Recently, as an ex-member ^

of the Royal Tank Regiment, I _| . ..
had an inkling of what it must ftH, ^jMi|jj^pM|l—,;—--t=Tj|l|l|||jpp;7Ej^^BB3i|lpyj^sjB
have felt like to have been a itHHiUllltWWwSMwj^lteHiiillliiiSmL^BWwIlli^^^BB^^H^^BHB^^^B^BHHBB
cavalryman the mid-19?C)s
when my horse was being re- ; ^a.f_.tnt—fitwiM'J*—
placed by one of these crude "■
mechanical monsters. The situ- 'y-V "i^nTi Mi i
ation arose when reading a re- ihUhi ii iim*' -^murnKlSIKtKtii^^^KKtKB^SK^^m^^ve^^^^- •
view by military writer Michael _-——
Howard in a recent Sunday Times,
of the book "INSIGHT ON THE MIDDLE EAST WAR" (by the Insight Team of the Sunday Times, published by Andre
Deutsch - 95p)» His concluding paragraph read as followsi-

"This book is thus essential reading for the student of crisis-management; but professional soldiers
had better consult it as well. It is easy to make extravagant claims about the end of the era of armoured
warfare, and equally easy to shrug them off. But only the most blinkered conservative will deny that the
events of last October should force a radical re-examination of the role and capabilities of the tank in the
age of the battlefield missile. They certainly showed that doctrines based on the experience of the Second
World War are now, after thirty years, of very limited relevance indeed. Should we not now take the bull by
the horns and instead of trying to prolong the life of the tank, cumbrous, vulnerable and expensive as it is,
devote all our energies to eliminating it from the battlefield altogether? If a new Liddell-Hart could be
found to undo the work of the first, the defence of Western Europe might appear a very much less hopeless
proposition than it does to NATO strategists today."

Of course, on first reading it seemed like heresy but when an authoritive military critic makes such a
sweeping statement, then it must receive consideration. Personally, I find it difficult to conceive modern
warfare without a tank or some other equivalent military artefact that will take some of the physical strain
from the soldiers' soft and vulnerable human body — just as the tank did in World War I.

On the subject of tanks, I feel privileged to be permitted to reproduce in these pages a two part
article taken direct from THE TANK - The Journal of the Royal Tank Regiment. It takes the form of an inter
view between Sgt. K. Chadwick R.T.R. and the late Sir Basil Liddell-Hart on the history and evolution of the
armoured fighting vehicle. These two articles seemed to me to be of such value and interest that I obtained
permission from ihe .iSdltor'of my-.Regimental magazine to reproduce them in these pages.

Incidentally, wargamers, particularly those in the modern field, are recommended to consider taking out
a subscription to this magazine. A well printed and illustrated journal, it costs but a mere £1.00p per
year post free for twelve copies! It is obtainable from The Editorial Office, "The Tank", Royal Tank Regi
ment Publications Ltd., Regimental Headquarters, Royal Tank Regiment, 1 Elverton Street, London SWl. Major
B.H.S.Clarke, the Editor, writes that he will be delighted to receive fresh subscribers but "... I will have
to be a little careful about who I allow to subscribe to "The Tank" as there are certain security restric
tions. I have to satisfy myself that people have some bona fide interest in the R.T.R. and do not live in
Moscow or Peking! However, I will worry about that later."

DON FEATHERSTONE

STJBSCRIPTION RATES; £5.60p. (Overseas £5.85p; U.S.A. ^11.OO)

These sums include postage, packing and, for non-sterling areas. Bank Handling charges.

ADVERTISING RATES;

Advertisement Manager,
Roland Sutton,
Tradition,
188 Piccadilly, London WIV 9DA.

Per page

"  half page

-  £9.50p.

-  £5.50p.

"  quarter page - £3.00p.

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER has no facilities for artwork and all adverts must be laid-out "camera-ready" to
page size of 11" x 8".

S

Classified (non-commercial) adverts - 2p (5o) per word.
ubscriptions and Enquiries

Belmont-Maitland (Publishers) Ltd.
Tradition, 188 Piccadilly

Lortdon.WIV 9DA
P.O. Box 4QA

Tel: 01-734 1352



TALKING WARGAMING

Readers are invited to send in their own - PROBLEM; RULE ^ ^
or HIHT op the MONTH besides their answers and comments on

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH from J. Hard castle.

Where can I find out the uniform of Austrian artillerymen
of the Napoleonic period - those with hi-cornes and hats turned

Wind direction and weather are vital in a sea battle - -'
change is not rapid a"d 180° shifts of wind are possible but
unlikely. The following system controls weather in any game-
move being based on the preceeding conditions. ^

Three dice give a total score between 5 and 18. The probability of any given score is as follows. The
table shows middle scores to be more likely.

Score Probability Wind

v>tM

/2l6 /

3 -1 .5 backs 14 points

4 3 1.4 "  12 "

5 6 2.8 "  10 "

6 10 4.6 "  8 "

7 15 6.9 6

8 21 9.7 4

9 25 11.6 2

10 27 12.5 Steady

11 27 12.5 veers 2 points

12 25 11.6 4

13 21 9.7 6

14 15 6.9 8

15 10 4.6 10

16 6 2.8 12

17 3 1.4 14
18 1 •5 16

216 100.

Suppose the wind starts northerly. According to the dice, it veers (shifts clockwise) or backs (shifts
anti-clockwise). A point is 114° ®° wind northerly for 1st game-move. Dice show 8 so the wind back to
Nor-west, for the second game-move. On the third move the dice show an 11 so the wind veers to Nor 'Nor
'East.

This can be shown by two concentric discs, spindled together. The outer shows the points of the compess,
while the inner has the dice scores 3-18, in order with an arrow at number 10. The disc is turned iintil the
dice score is at the old wind direction, the arrow now shows the new wind direction.

In weather, and in morale and many other wargame variables, gradual shifts are more likely than extreme
ones; and the multiple-dice principal can be adapted to this. The more dice, the more unlikely are the very
high or very low numbers.

ooOoo

HINT OP THE MONTH.

To temporarily fix Airfix figures, in irregular groups and spacings as for skirmishers, use Scotch-
tape. They can be rapidly detached when becoming casualties and the transparent tape enables them to look
realistic on the table-top at the same time as they stand steadily and can be moved quickly in groups.

ooOoo

A plan of campaign ought to have foreseen what the enemy is able to do, and should contain the means of
checkmating him. Such plans are liable to endless modification, according to the circumstances, the genius
of the commander, the kind of troops, and the topography of the seat of war, and weather.

"Napoleon's War Maxims"



ENSIGN

t/1200 Scale Warships
1/1200 SCALE
SHIPS AND ACCESSORIES
Our lists offer the largest selection in the U.K.
From AIRCRAFT CARRIERS to MOTOR TORP
EDO BOATS Spares including BRITISH 15" GUN
TURRETS, LANDING CRAFT, AIRCRAFT, 9"
TRIPLE TURRETS etc. Best Value in Europe,
Boats from 7p. 5p Stamp for full listings. New
items monthly.

iiii^iyLbM0'
Ml

: OS MARINGO ULM :
;  AUSTERLIT2 (ENA S
• ,••****, CYIAU FftlEOUAND :

N •ECKMUNL ESSLING { N * =
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•  MOSKOVA ojj r
:  VlENNC BERLIN Z

; A ̂ .MADRID MOSCOU

i!i!lx-s»x-:l8W

S.E.G.O.M.
of

PARIS

WARGAME FIGURES

5p Stamp for full listings

Model Figures & Hobbles
Lower Balloo Road, Groomsport, Co. Down.

N. Ireland BT19-2LU

, • • • •
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A Discussion about Tanks

Reproduced by permission
of the Editor of the "TANK" -
Journal of the Royal Tank
Regiment., and of Sgt. Ken
Chadwick, RTR.

{In May^ 1967, Sgi K Chadwick obtained an
interview with Sir Basil Liddell-Hart. These are

Sgt Chadwick's notes of that interview}.

Prologue
On November 20, 1917 at Cambrai, the Tank

Corps was given its first opportunity to prove
whether the tank was to be retained as a weapon
of war when employed under suitable conditions.
Some 500 tanks of all types went into action against
the Hindenburg Line and made one of the most
successful attacks of The Great War and the Tank
was established as a weapon of war and the Corps
had won the first of its many successful actions
against the enemy. Thjs major victory is now
commemorated throughout the world by all units
and members of the Royal Tank Regiment. And,
I might say, remembered by all armoured forces in
all the other nations of the world.

You, Sir Basil, although not in the tanks during
their development in the war, wrote a paper in
February 1919 to the Journal of the Royal United
Service Institution and in the paper your flare for
manoeuvre and high-speed strategy became evident.
From then on Sir, you have been closely' asso

ciated with the Tank idea and you have been
consulted by the commanders of my Regiment
throughout the whole of our development since
that lime. Did you ever volunteer to join the Tanks?

Sir B L-H

Yes, my first connection with the Tank Corps
was during 1920 when I sent a draft of some
sections of an infantry training manual of mine to
Col J F C Fuller the chief general staff officer in
the War Office SD7 and who was one of the guiding
minds of the wartime Tanks Corps. His comment
was "I think your system will work well" and with
this encouraging remark helped me to produce my
articles in which I had urged the need for developing
mechanised cross-country transport to free the
exploiting troops from a cramping dependence on
the use of roads. However, the real opportunity for
me to join the Tank Corps came in 1923 when the
wartime units were at last established as a permanent
part of the Army—and subsequently became the
Royal Tank Corps. I promptly applied for a transfer
to it, and in August was notified by the War Office
that I had been selected for it, but, while I was
waiting orders to move the RTC Depot at Boving-
ton Camp in Dorset, another branch of the War
Office disinterred the earlier medical reports on me,
and as a sequel my posting was cancelled. After a
further medical board I was placed on half-pay and
eventually invalided out.

What did Col Fuller have to say? What was your
reaction?

Sir B L-H

Fuller was convinced that the manoeuvres to

stifle my writing was really due to a growing objec
tion in the War Office to both my military opinions
and his, espec-allj in urging the imponance of
mechanised forces in the future and the need to
start developing them.

Although I considered that the decision was
merely the natural reaction of a conventional soldier
to physical fitness, I was in an awkward situation—
'out of work' and with a wife and son to keep.
Militarily it seemed to be the guillotine blade
destined to cut short my opportunity of spreading
the new gospel of tactics, and my belief that
mechanised mobility was the key to success in
future warfare.

The renaissance of armour in the Middle East
last week has been a fulgent example of the true
purpose of my Regiment's existence. The employ-
employment of 'our' tanks and armoured tactics
has been, once again, a fulfilment of your tactical
theories. What is your opinion of the events of the
high-speed war in the Sinai, did the Israelis ever
consult you ?

Sir B L-H

The power of magnetic personality in creating a
public image and myth has been shown in the way
that most of the commentators and reporters have
given the primary credit for victory to Dayan
instead of to Rabin. When visiting Israel in i960
as a guest of the Government I was particularly
impressed with Rabin, who was then Vice-Chief of
Staff, and we had lengthy discussions, s6me on the
map, about their plan in any future campaign—and
one that might arise with Jordan as well as Egypt.
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A tank encircled by a wreath of laurel and surmounted by the Crown.
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The Great ITar—"Somme, I9I6.IS," "Arras. 1917.18," "Messines, 1917," "Ypres, 1917," "Cambrat, 1917," "St. Quentin, 1918,"
"Vlllerf Bretonneux" "Amiant," "Bapaume, 1918," "Hindenburg Line," {(Epehy," "Scllc," "France Flanders, 1916-18,"

"Gaza."

The Second World War—"Arras counter attack," "Calais, 1940," "St. Omer-La Bassec," "Somme, 1940," "Odon," "Caen," "Bourgucbus
Ridge," "Mont Pincon," "Falaise," "Nederri}n," "Scheldt," "Venlo Pocket," "Rhineland," "Rhine," "Breincn," "North-West Europe"
1940 '44-45," "Abyssinia, i940," "Sidi Barrani," "Beda Fomm," "Sidi Suleiman," "Tobruk, I94i," "Sidi Rezegh, I94t»" "Belhamed,"
"Gazala," "Cauldron," "Kmghtsbridge," "Defence of Alamein Line," "Alam el Haifa," "El Aiamein," "Marcth," "Akant," "Fondouk,"
"El Kourzia," "Medjez Plain," "Tunis," "North Africa, 1940-43," "Primosole Bridge," "Gerbim," "Adrano," "Sicily, 1943," "Sangro,"
"Salemo," "Vohumo Crossing," "Garigliano Oossing," "Anzio," "Advance to Florence," "Gothic Line," "Coriano," "Lamone Crossing,"
"Rimini Line," "Argenta Gap," "Italy, 1943-45," "Greece, 1941," "Burma, 1942."

What struck me most in this latest campaign,
compared with 1956, was the significant develop
ment of the Israeli plan and operations in com
bining a strategical offensive with a tactical defence
—in getting round the back of the Egyptians after
the opening penetration and, by blocking their line
of retreat to the Suez Canal, forcing them to attack
in trying to escape. I discussed this point with Rabin
in i960.

One of the first questions people ask is why was
the machine called a tank, and who invented the
things, anyway. Can you give an explanation of
your diagram on the Chain of Causation of the
Tank?

Sir B L-H

Writing in the Daily Telegraph in 1926 I pro
duced the diagram after careful review of the
evidence and findings of the Royal Commission
on Awards to Inventors (which sat at Lincoln Inn
Hall from October 7, 1919, onwards, under the

Chairmanship of Mr Justice Sargeant). The diagram
aimed to disentangle the mam as distinct from the
subsidiary links of this chain, and to crystallize,
following as far as possible the narrative of the
Counsel for the Crown as modified by the witnesses
evidence. In establishing such a chain the first, and
dominating, essential is to be clear as to the real
purpose of the original tanks, in other words to
frame a tactical definition for it. In those post-war
days the improvements in design led to a develop
ment of the original conception and military
opinion was slowly coming to regard the tanks as
the modern successor of the cavalry, the heir to
the cavalry's historical role. Looking to the future,
I wrote, we sense the coming of tank armies, which
will have swallowed all the traditional arms of the
service.

But in its early years the tank was fundamentally
an antidote to machine guns, a means of restoring
to the offensive the power to combat the superiority
with which the mass growth of these weapons had
endowed the defence. Thus, the acid test of the
links in this chain is whether they were based on
the conception of a bullet-proof trench-crossing
machine gun destroyer.

Following this test the first definite link stands
to the credit of Colonel (later Major-General Sir
Ernest) Swinion, who, on October 20, 1914, when
back from France, saw Colonel (later Sir Maurice)
Hankey, and after describing the situation—the
dominance of the machine gim based defence—
outlined his proposals for an antidote. These were,
in brief to develop the existing machine, the Holt
tractor, into such a trench-crossing machine gun
destroyer, armed with one or more small quick-
firing guns. A further discussion the next day led
to an imderstanding that Col Hankey would take
up the matter at home and Col Swinton in France,
where he was the official 'Eyewitness'.

The seed thus planted at the War Office from
two sources fell on stoney ground, and after some
attention finally languished on other soil, for Mr
Churchill in Februai7, I9I5> formed a committee
at the Admiralty which later became known as the
Landships Committee.

Eventually on September 19, i9i5> ̂  inspection
was held at Lincoln of a provisional machine, but
this was rejected by Col Swinton as failing to
conform to the War Office requirements. He was
then shown a full size wooden model, as mock up,
of a larger machine which had been specially
designed by Mr Witton and Lt W G Wilson, to

meet the latest Army specifications. The two
machines thus standing side by side gave rise to
the nickname 'Little Willie' for the smaller of the
tarpaulin-covered heap of metal, and 'Wilson' for
the larger machine. The later machine was accepted
and finally on February 2, 1916, at Hatfield was
held the official trial of this machine which had
been christened 'Mother' or 'Big Willie', and as a
result 150 of the machines were ordered and on
September 15, 1916, these tanks went into action
for the first time.

KC

Your diagram shows how General Swinton must
be given the first halo for instituting the tank idea
but the Chain of Causation is linked throughout
with the name of Sir Winston Churchill. What part
did he have to play in originating the Tank?

Sir B L-H

The idea which changed World War I and later
became the Blitzkreig of World War II began in a
small way and, by an extraordinary coincidence,
at Dunkirk, the port from which the British Army
were evacuated in 1940. The BEF of I9^4 ̂Iso had
a narrow escape and at this point Winston Churchill
became involved. He was the First Lord of the
Admiralty and was very quick to realise the state of
deadlock reached on land. His mind was more
receptive to the ideas of those who conceived the
original idea, and since the very beginning of the
Great War Churchill did much to foster the tank
in its early days. Whatever office he was holding
his interest and enthusiasm encouraged the pioneers.
The experimental process started in various ways,
some of them rather odd, but one step, the first in
time, arose from a letter which Mr Churchill
received a few days after the outbreak of war, when
Rear Admiral R H S Bacon said that he had
designed a isin howitzer which could be transported
by road. Winston. Churchill had many claims to
have been one of the originators of the tank but,
in fact, Admiral Bacon's machine was not a cater
pillar tractor. It had large wheels and looked like a
familiar steam roller.

In 1924, when he was Chancellor ofthe Exchequer,
Churchill then had the duty of putting the brake on
expenditure and the continual paring down of the
Army Estimates led me to point out in the Daily
Telegraph that: 'by contrast, every important
foreign power has made startling, indeed ominous,
increases of expenditure on its army'. However,
during the summer of 1927 the first organized trial
of the Mechanised Force took place and Tim Pile
(the energetic commander of the 3rd Tank Batta
lion) was given a turn to take charge of the whole
force in an exercise that was specially arranged as a
demonstration for Winston Churchill. For the
Chancellor of the Exchequer's convenience the
demonstration was very curtailed, but within its
Hmits showed the kind of high-speed indirect
approach and encircling manoeuvre that I had long
urged as the right tactical method of using such a
force. Churchill was enthusiastic, and the War
Office were shaken by his demand that the cavalry
as a whole should be mechanised or else abolished
and replaced by an expansion of the Royal Tank
Corps. The ultimatum was, however, staved off,
but it was evident from a discussion I had had with
him at No II Downing Street that he was favourably
inclined to the suggestions made to hasten the
modernisation of the Army.

A-O

My own regiment (the 2nd Royal Tank Regiment)
were involved in a demonstration to King An^ulla
in 1928, what do you remember of that occasion?



Sir Winston Churchill in 1941

Sir B L-H

Reports of King Amanulla's aggressive attitude
and trouble-making activities had preceded him.
When I lunched with Churchill, he pungently
described Amanulla as a 'nuisance' The value of the
Armoured Force was demonstrated as a means of
taming Amanulla. The plan was to put the King at
the front of the small 'Royal enclosure' and laimch
the tanks to sweep down on him in a massed charge,
halting at the last moment. But the War Office
authorities became anxious that the brakes of some
tank might fail, or its driver misjudge the distance,
resulting in the King being squashed flat, and also
the British generals accompanying him. So the plan
was modified to ensure that the charging tanks,
instead of braking suddenly, swerved past the
enclosure in their onrush. It is reported that
Churchill's remarks afterwards were even more
'pungent'.

Churchill's exploits are well known, what can
you tell me about the Second World War?

Sir B L-H
The next outstanding event in connection with

your Regiment was when 'Hobo' had been re
moved from his command of the Armoured
Division in Egypt during the war. He was only
brought back at Winston Churchill's insistence
after the Germans had demonstrated the effective
ness of the new technique in 1940. The followmg
year, in 1941, during a tank demonstration which
Churchill saw, he went for a ride in one of the
tanks and spoke by wireless to the CIGS (Sir John
Dill) who was in another tank. When he emerged
trom the tank Mr Churchill was wearmg one ui uie

famous Tank Corps berets and a white coat to
protect his clothes during the ride.

To sum up, although I have frequently opposed
him, there is no statesman or general who showed
so quick and acute an understanding of the condi
tions of success as Sir Winston Churchill. In those
masterly volumes. The World Crisis, he shows most
clearly and vividly how the power of the offensive
was paralysed, to the stupefaction of the General
Staff, by 'the defensive power of barbed wire and
entrenched machine guns'.

Furthermore, Churchill repeatedly emphasised
that the success of an attack depended on two
processes;—

(a) blasting power, and (b) moving power.
The first was provided by heavy artillery. The

second, thanks largely to Sir Winston Churchill's
insight, by heavy tanks.

KC

You have already been calling the machines
'tanks'—can you say why? Is it not true that early
in 1916 all the machines were called 'Willies'?

Sir B L-H

It seems that the name 'tank' was derived from
two sources. In the factory the interior machinery
which was almost identical with that of the Foster-
Daimler tractor, was described as 'One Demon
stration and Instructional Chassis', destined, it
was said, for the Royal Marines at Southsea.
The hull was described as 'One water-carrier for
Mesopotamia' which was quite as likely as anything
else—and this soon became christened by the work
men into 'that tank thing'. Also the hull had an
inscription painted on the side, in Russian letters,
'with care to Petrograd'. We have a photograph of
one in my library. Later—when the queer machine
had obtained official recognition—a name was
necessary, a name for preference which would in no
way suggest its true purpose. Lt-Col Swinton and
Major Stern talked it over and as the hull looked
like a water-carrier the name was conveniently
reduced to Tank. It is of interest to note that the
word 'tank' which came to us long ago from the
Portuguese through India (originally meaning a
pool, as it still does in India) has in a new sense
obtained a more world-wide currency than perhaps
any other word has done in such a short time since
language first began.

KC
You wrote:
"Ernest Swinton had been a pioneer in the initial

development of a self-propelled armoured fighting
vehicle on caterpillar tracks—which he 'christened'
the 'tank' to conceal its nature and purpose—as a
solution for the trench deadlock that developed
early in World War I, and he was also among the
earliest to visualize its application to a less static
kind of warfare".
How did he come to get such a citation?

Sir B L-H

Soon after the outbreak of war in I9i4» Swinton
was sent to France as official war correspondent,
under the pen-name of 'Eyewitness'—as Press
representatives were still banned from the battle
zone on grounds of secrecy. Swinton's opportunity
for close observation with relative detachment
helped him to be quicker at grasping that the war of
manoeuvre was changing into the character of a vast
siege. Swinton pointed out the transition in succes
sive articles on September 21 and 25, 1914* Like
many others, but more fruitfully, his mind turiied
to possible remedies for the state of creeping
paralysis.

Swinton's account relates that on October 20,
1914, during a brief visit to London, he went to see
his chief, Lt-Col Maurice Hankey, described the
stalemate on the Western front, reminded him of
the Holt Caterpillar Tractor (which he had seen
before the war) and suggested that some of these
tractors might be converted into fighting machines.
In sketches made by Swinton in 1911 we can see
an ambitious plan to link tractors together, enabling
them to carry six 12-pounder guns, 12 machine
guns, and 100 men, under armoured cover.
When I was preparing the regimental history.

The Tanks, in 1948, I asked Lord Hankey if he
could throw any further light on the initial moves
of October, 1914. Eventually, Lord Hankey found
in his files a letter which Swinton had written to
him on November 11, 1914 from SHQ in France.
This letter provides the first documentary evidence
on the evolution of the tank idea, and it is a striking
coincidence that its date was exactly four years
ahead of the day of ultimate victory.
Of course, Swinton's memorandum was passed

around between many officers and committees and
he did a great deal of hard work before the first
contract was placed with Foster of Lincoln on
July 24, 1915. The construction of the new machine
began on August 11 and work proceeded rapidly,

• as the machine was mainly composed of parts
available on the spot. The accelerated technical
power that was developed from the brains of the
officers at the factory was backed by a greater
impetus in Whitehall. A significant contribution
to this was made by Swinton, who in mid-July
had. been summoned to London to act as secretary
of what was called the Dardanelles Committee.
Having obtained an idea of the prevailing situation
Swinton obtained the Prime Minister's approval for
assembling an inter-departmental conference which
clarified the position and established the basis of
future procedure. The effect of Swinton s arrival
on the home front is best described in Stern's words:
"With his keen sense of humour, his under

standing of the value of propaganda, his intimate
knowledge of the War Office and all its mysterious
ways, and with his exceptional position as Deputy
Secretary to the Committee of Imperial Defence,
he was able to push forward our schemes and to
cut short all sorts of red tape for us".

It is known that General Swinton was the person
who laid down the early tactics, and who developed
them so rapidly that it was impossible for anyone
to catch us up, tactically, in the First World War.
How did Swinton go about his task of fotmulating
those tactics ?

Sir B L-H

The problem of providing personnel to man the
tanks had been considered when the machines
were first ordered and a start was made by appoint
ing Swinton as the Commander. In April, I9I5> fie
made a roimd of visits to officer cadet units and
picked out a number of potential officers with
mechanical qualifications, and men were recruited
from the motor-engineering trades. Swinton's next
problem was to frame the organization of the Heavy
Section, as the new unit had become called, and the
outcome was six companies, each of four sections.

After the men, another essential was to have a
tactical system ready by the time the tanks arrived.
For this, Swinton was prepared, and he had com
pleted a lengthy treatise: 'Notes on the Employment
of Tanks'. .
When a requirement was put to Swinton that

the command of the Heavy Section in the field
should be held by an officer who was foliar with
warfare on the Western Front, he immediately
suggested Lt-Col Hugh Elles, who had been in
touch with the tanks since January as the repre
sentative of GHQ. . . ^ L T- I

Swinton continued to look after the lanKs
throughout the war. Afterwards, the man who
created the Corps moved into another venture—
that of demobilizing the conscripts and the sming
up of the Ministry of Labour Employment Offices.

Military photographs of General Swinton make
him look very stem, but his reputation contradicts
this view. Your photograph seems, to offer a
different side to the coin! How can you sum him
up?

Major-General Sir Emesi Swinton was appointed
with Hugh Elles to be a Colonel Commandant of
the RTC in 1934 and thus the most junior of the
three Colonels Commandant was, indeed, the most
senior in association with the Corps, and in histori
cal rating.
In that capacity, most fittingly, Swinton led the

March Past of the Tanks at the Royal Review held
at Aldershot to mark the Silver Jubilee of King
George V. By the way, the Tank contingent of the
Review was provided by your own Battalion, the
2nd.

Swinton's contribution to the personnel of the
Royal Tank Corps was equal to his contribution,
decisive as it was, to the introduction of the tank.
But the members of the Corps value him, perhaps,
above all as a personality. He was, I am sure, never
happier than in those speeches with which he was
accustomed to enliven and adorn the aimual
Tank Corps dinner. He liked them to be called
'Uncle Ernest's Hour!'.

Lt-Gen Sir G le Q Martel
Sir B L-H

'Q' Martell was in the tanks almost from the
beginning. In fact, as a Captain he was sent by
GHQ in France to turn the 'Elvedon Explosives
Area' into an imitation trench front and it was he
who designed the practice battlefield where the first
tank units did their training in secret. When Hugh
Elles took up his appointment as commander of the
tanks in the field ̂ pt G Le Q Manel was chosen
to be the first Brigade Major of the new tank units
in October 1916. In November 1916, while dealing
with immediate problems and preparations for the
spring offensive, Manel had written a paper A Tank
Army, which was an astonishingly futuristic essay.
His paper suggested how tank armies would be
organized, and was manifestly inspired by the
completion of the tank as a landship, viewing its
operations as an application of sea warfare on land.
The extent to which Martel overshot the mark of
potentiality was, in fact, less than that by which
most military thinking fell shon of it. About the
middle of March 1916 Martel was sent up to the
front with representatives from the battalions and
companies and lived with them during the pre
paratory period of the offensive.
One of Martel's ideas which had been mooted

in his paper A Tank Army, came to fruition in
June 1917, when supply tanks were first used in the
Battel of Messines. At Cambrai, as a Staff Officer
from Tank Corps HQ, during the advance on
Masieries, Martel took charge of a tank drive on
the canal crossing. After having advanced on foot
with the tanks Martel eventually gave the order to
the leading tank to cross the bridge. The tank
advanced but the near end of the bridge collapsed
under its weight, falling into the canal along with
the tank, whose crew escaped, covered by the cloud
of steam that arose.

KC

After the war, didn't he return to duty with his
own Corps, the Royal Engineers ?

Sir B L-H

Yes, but he continued to take a very active interest
in the development of tanks and the survival and
eventual revival of the tracked vehicle, outside the
restricted limits of the RTC, owed much to the
Midget tank, or 'tankette' which Martel brought
into being in 1925. With greater realism than most
men of imagination he reconciled himself to the
fact that economy of finance is the ruling principle
of Governments in maintaining their forces in peace
time. So Martel set out to build the tank. Between
February and August 1925 he built the 'one-man-
tank' at his house on the outskirts of Camberley.
The one costly item was the tracks, as they had to
be specially made. Even so, his out-of-pocket
expenses came only to £400. Although the War
Office ordered four properly finished machines, the
effect of his demonstration was not as decisive as he
had hoped? the type of machine he introduced
paved the way for the ultimate general mechanisa
tion of the Army, and for the expansion of the tank
arm. After reading an account of Martel's machine
in The Daily Telegraph, Mr John Garden who was
running a big London garage owned by a Mr Loyd
asked to be allowed to submit alternative models of
his own design. His offer was accepted; eight of his
models (the Carden-Loyd Mark IV) were ordered
with eight Morris-Martels and together provided
the scout machines for the Experimental Mech
anised Force which was formed in 1927.

Martel commanded the motorised field compaqy
of the Engineers in the force when the collective
training of the Mechanised Force began on August
19, 1927. Writing in the Telegraph I emphasised in
my article that the Force offered all too easy a target
and suggested that instead of moving closed up in a
column it would be better for vehicles to move
independently and as fast as possible. There would
have been no fast-moving tanks, for mobile opera-
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We present our current range of Vargames Rules which we hope will appeal to both the old readers, and all
the new enthusiasts whom we are sure will be subscribing to Wargamer's Newsletter.

ANCIENT 1.000 BC to 1.000 AD. - Our original and very popular Ancient Rules, first produced in 19^9 and now
in their fourth edition - used by wargamers all over the World, and adopted by the Society of Ancients as
their Official Rules, include provision for Field Engineering, Weather, and Scouting, and cover all the Troop
types, regular and barbarian, that made up the armies of the Ancient World. The first set of rules to in
corporate a system of Orders, Command and Reaction, giving the troops a "personality" of their own, and in
corporated in modified forms in all our published rules. Amended up to date and now including ideas for 15mm
figures and an Appendix for Sword and Sorcery types. Price 90p post free U.K. U.S.A. ̂ 2.60 surface mail
paid.

1750 to 1850. - Covers not only the Napoleonic period but also Wars of Liberation in various parts of the
world, as well as fighting in India. For use with 20, 25 and JOmm figures. Easily adapted to the new 122
and 15mm figures now being produced.

1925 to 1975 INFANTRY ACTION. - Based on the Infantry Platoon in action, this most adaptable set includes
provision for all Support weapons, as well as Mine Warfare, Air Drops and Night Fighting. Can be used for
wargaming not only for 1959-45, but for any action between the years shown, e.g. NW Frontier in the late 20s,
or Guerilla or Partisan action over the whole period. Alternative scales for 54mm figures.

Each of the above costs 50p post paid U.K. U.S.A. ̂ 2.00 surface mail paid.

1925 to 1950 armour/infantry. - Has provision for all aspects of tactical land action, including "off-table"
and Map firing and Counter-battery action, as well as Command and Communications, Field Engineering, Weather,
Ground Attack and a host of other features. For "20mm" figures and models, but especially the range of 1/500
scale AFVs and figures - we deal in the Appendix with terrain to fit this scale - very realistic it looks too,
and gives point to concealment and reconnaissance. Price 90p post paid in U.K. U.S.A. ^2.60 surface mail
paid.

ANCIENT NAVAL WARFARE lOOOBC - 500AD. - By Richard Nelson. Has provision for using all types of fighting
ships featured in his "Warfleets of Antiquity", and is specially suitable for large actions involving Squad
rons and Fleets. Price 65p post paid U.K. U.S.A. ^2.40 surface mail paid.

armour/infantry 1950 to 1975. - The third in our series of "Modern" rules, bringing you right up to date
with the latest weapons. Price £1.05p post paid U.K. U.S.A. ^2.60 surface mail paid.

In addition we have the first two of what we intend to be a range of "different" games, appealing to a
wide range of players -

DECLINE AND FALL - by Terry Donnelly. Played on a map showing the Roman Empire and surrounding lands in 575
AD, between four players taking the parts of Roman, Vandal, Goth and Hun, all with different objectives which
they try to attain by a mixture of strategic movement, conflict and diplomacy. Alliances, tribute, bribery —
all these and more can be brought in - the game is enjoyed by Diplomacy players and board wargamers alike,
and we now find, by all sorts of people, even those who never touch a wargame have become hooked on playing
the role of blood thirsty Hun, or schemeing, decadent Roman - not to mention the land hungry, deceitful Goths
and Vandals. Price £5.50p (incl. VAT) plus 50p postage in U.K. U.S.A. ̂ 9-50 surface mail paid.

SEASTRIKE - an ultra modern Naval wargame, using missiles, helicopters, strike aircraft, SAM sites, as well
as all the most modern types of naval craft. Players are faced with decision making at the very start, hav
ing to choose forces to achieve their objective from a limited budget. Deception and Espionage also play
their part, and with 18 differing objectives for each side, there will never be a dull moment. Price £5.90p
+ 59p VAT f 21p postage in U.K. totalling £4.50p. U.S.A. ̂ 10.50 surface mail paid.

We also have a range of reference books on Ancient Armies and Ships, and Tony Bath's book on Wargames
Campaigns. Send a S.A.E. for a list and prices to

Wargames Research Group
75 Ardingly Drive, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex

Or, better still ask for a list when you order any of our games or sets of Rules.



tionsj available by 1940 but for Martel's insistence
and persistence after his visit to Russia in September,
1934. When his proposal to buy a Russian Christie-
type tank was turned down he managed to obtain
one of the original pattern from the American
inventor, J W Christie. In America, the tank had
been turned down by the US authorities and
Christie only had one model available. Morris
Motors managed to obtain it for £8,000. To get
round the obstacle of not having an export licence
for new material, the tank-hull was shipped as a
'tractor' and the other parts were labelled 'grape
fruit'.

KC
When the last war started and the Blitzkrieg

proved the effectiveness of all the theories formu
lated during the life of the Royal Tank Corps,
wasn't it Rommel's forces who broke through near
Cambrai ?

Sir B L~H

Yes. In retrospect, the Royal Tank Regiment's
new tactical and strategical concepts were amply
vindicated—although by the eneemy in the first
place. After Rommel's break-through on May 19,
1940, Major-General G Le Q Mattel's 50th
Division had to take over from the French. Martel
formed his small force into two mixed columns—
each comprising a tank battalion, an infantry
battalion, a field battery, and anti-tank battery, and
a machine-gun company. A counter-attack was made
which achieved a striking effect in delaying the
onrush of the German force. In December, 1940,
Martel assumed the appointment of 'Commander
of the Royal Armoured Corps', eventually, in
September, 1942, while he was in India and Burma
on a five months' tour of RAC units, he found that
his post had been abolished.

KC

In your Memoirs you wrote that the greatest
opportunity which came with your appointment as
Military Correspondent of The Daily Telegraph was
in providing a platform from which you could
expound and spread the concept and theory of
future war by mechanised forces. But what about
Cambrai and the effect General Elles had on the
formation of the new fighting units?

Sir B L-H

It was natural that those who had been so actively
connected with the development of the Tank Corps
and were so closely acquainted with the technical
possibility of producing much faster models of
tank, should have gone on to visualise its more
revolutionary potentialities. Indeed, it is more
remarkable that many of their war-time associates
failed to share their vision, and continued to regard
the tank as no more than a subordinate aid to the
older arms—among the latter was Hugh Elles, the
young and gallant commander of the Corps during
the war.

On Christmas Day, 19155 Churchill's memoran
dum for the Commander-in-Chief was read by
Sir Douglas Haig and he attached a pencilled note:
"Is anything known about the caterpillar referred
to?". An officer of the Operations Branch, Major
H J Elles, RE, was ordered to make enquiries about
the latest situation and, as Churchill could not tell
him, went to London for the purpose. One remark
able sequel of that mission was that it led, nine
months later, to Elles being appointed to command
the tank force in France, immediately after their
debut in battle.

I have told how Elles was chosen by Swinton,
and the young gallant commander of the tanks at
Cambrai was indeed a remarkable man. Fearless, full
of common sense, a good picker of men, and the
possessor of a wonderful tactical eye. Yet I think,
perhaps, his main contribution to the Tank Co^s
was to bind them together with a spirit which
expressed their flair, elan and dash. Boyish and
reckless in danger; yet one who never failed to
listen to his subordinates and who was universally
loved and trusted by his followers.

Elles was appointed to be Colonel commanding
the Heavy Branch on September 29, 1916. His
provisional HQ establishment was authorised
within a week and consisted of four officers (Brigade
Major: Capt G Le Q Martel; DAA and QMG;
Capt T J Uzielli; Staff Captain: J H Tapper, and
the Intelligence Officer: Capt F E Hotblack). He
moved his headquarters to Bermicourt and Major
J F C Fuller joined to become the GSO2. The whole
set-up was completely new. Everything had to be
done simultaneously. There were three battalions
and an embryo workshop. Elles and his Staff,
helped by his three Battalion Commanders and
NCO's, set to work on training the new units.
By early April, when the battle of Arras was

launched, there was no better discplined or led
formation than the Heavy Branch. The next few
months were disappointing, but Elles was not
discouraged and kept on preparing for the next
attack after each setback. He was sure of his
officers and men, but he was not a free agent and
was unable to plan for his command bewuse in
battle it was spHt up among Corps and Divisions.
For months he had been pressing for a tank battle
on imshelled ground.
Then, remarkably, he was given orders to mount

an attack in the area he had chosen and the date
given allowed him exactly one month for pre
parations. The morning before the attack he went

into Fuller's shell-blasted office, sat down, and
wrote his now famous Special Order No 6. It began:
"Tomorrow the Tank Corps will have the chance
for which it has been waiting for months past—to
operate on good going in the van of the battle". He
decided to do what was unique in the Great War,
to lead his men into battle.

Major-General Sir Hugh Elles DSQ«

Not long ago I received a letter from the man
who drove General Elles' tank 'Hilda'. You yourself
have written how Elles chose the silk from which a
flag was fashioned and the colours led to the
Regiment's motto: "Through the mud and the
blood to the green fields beyond". What about the
battle of Cambrai?

Sir B L H
The opening scene of this memorable battle,

which was destined to revolutionise tactics, is best
described by one of Elles' Staff officers, Ewen
Charteris, as follows:
"... The darkness had paled, partridges were

calling to one another, trees began to stand out
from the darkness ... It was indescribably still.
The hour was very near, it was already 6.15 .. .
Suddenly the air itself seemed to reel under a
colossal blow, a dull and curiously mellow roar
broke forth and continued with a peculiar rhythm,
the atmosphere became alive with the scream of
shells. We were at the end of the spur by now,
and on the opposite slope we could see the shells
bursting on the German trenches, while behind
that again rose a huge black curtain thrown up by
uor smoke shells which, as they landed, gave the
effect of the embers of a haystack. Splinters of
flame were on every side like exploding stars in the
night sky. The German trenches were throwing up
rockets and SOS signals all the length of the line;
these shone out, vivid against the black curtain
behind ... On the slope opposite tanks showed up
like small, dull-covered huts endowed with move
ment; as they advanced we could see the flashes of
their six-pounders along a line which stretched out
of sight both right and left . . .".

In the centre of the attack was Elles in his tank
'Hilda'; dawn broke and*it was his day. What
followed is history and you don't need me to tell
you about it. It was Elles' battle. He had fulfilled
all he had promised.

After the war he became the first Colonel-
Commandant of the Tank Corps Centre at Boving-
ton Camp, where in addition to his normal work
he bore the main part of the problem caused, by the
selection of c^ficers for the Tank Corps which was
still waiting to be constituted in a permanent form.
In May, 1923, Hugh Elles was appointed to be the
first holder of the new post of Inspector of the
Corps, but in October, a bare month after its
permanent formation, he was moved away to
command an infantry brigade. That brought to an
end his active connection with the Corps of which
he had been in charge since its christening seven
years before.

Lieutenant General Sir Charles Broad, KCB,
DSO

Looking back over the Regiment's history, today's
tankmen think that of all our commanders General
Broad probably had the most long lasting influence
on the development of the tank formations. Next to
General 'Hobo's', the face and name of General
Broad is the most well known and remembered.

Sir B L~H

I have told how G M Lindsay was the leading
man in the first post-war decade, and it was he who
secured Major C N F Broad, a very able young
artilleryman, to take charge of the Tank Gunnery
School in 1924, the year after the Jlermanent Tank
Corps was created. Even the best artillery experts
tended to take a limited view and limiting line in
regard to tank operations. In 1925 correspondence
between Col Alan Brooke (later CIGS in the war),
and Lindsay Broad show a keen foresight of his
advanced line of thought in his contention that the
design of an attack should be suited to the tanks,
in order to make the most of their powers.

Fortunately, Charles Broad went to the War
Office in 1927, where he took over charge of SD2,
the General Staff section directly concerned with
the Army's organisation for war. While he could
exert only an indirect influence on the conduct of
the 'trials', his presence in such a key position was
of great value in bringing experiments back to the
original course whenever they wandered off it—
which happened frequently. I met him shortly
afterwards, when we lunched at he Army and
Navy Club. The Military Correspondent of the
Daily Telegraph had been asking questions about
"An Army Mystery—Is there a Mechamcal Force?",
which had evidently nettled the War Office heads
and it was evident that my visits to the War Office
were to be placed under restrictions. After the
exercise put on for Winston Churchill, about
which I told you, I had a call from Charles Broad
conveying an invitation from Field-Marshal Milne
(the CIGS) to attend a lecture at Tidworth. So I
drove back to Tidworth, in a deluge of rain, and
arrived just in time. Broad had drafted the notes of
his address to the senior officers of the Mechanised

Force. But Milne put the draft into its final form
and although the first draft embodied some points
from Fuller and myself, I was delighted to see that
the lecture not only endorsed the arguments for
armoured mobility but went much farther than
any of us had hoped. A few months later, Milne
and his chief assistants showed caution, and even
doubt. Broad had been asked to give a lecture at the
RUSI in November and his exposition was closely
similar to the lines that Milne himself had' de
livered in Tidworth. But in winding up, and thank
ing the lecturer, Milne disclaimed any responsibility
for the sentiments which Broad had been expoimd-
ing.

In March 1929 the War Office issued the first
official manual on armoured warfare. The manual
was drafted by Charles Broad, who asked me to
visit the War Office for a conference on the day the
booklet was to be issued. As I met him. Broad
remarked: "You'll find a lot of LH in it". It was
commonly called 'The Purple Primer'—a nickname
suggested by the colour of the covers.
During the next two years Broad submitted

reports suggesting the expansion of the RTC and
'a policy on reorganisation looking five years ahead'.
So Broad proceeded 10 draf; a plan for the creation
of four armoured brigades of the pattern visualized
in the Purple Primer.

KC

I have a copy of both the 'Purple Primer' and a
cutting from The Daily Telegraph dated November
1931 in which you wrote:—
"The General Staff has recently produced and

the Army Council has set its seal upon a text book
of up-to-date warfare that heralds a new era in
military methods and ideas. Styled: "Modern
Formations", its sober and carefully weighed
phrases do not conceal its revolutionary nature. It
is enough to make the Duke of Cambridge turn
in his grave, or to cause Mr H G Wells to revise
his opinion of military authorities and their con
genital blindness.
"Mechanisation is declared to be inevitable, and

no longer a matter for choice. Even if the Army
tarries in equipment, its mind must be trained and
attuned to the new pattern with which it will
certainly have to wage any future war. A repetition
of the last and its methods would ruin our civilisa
tion. The Army must regain mobility by mechanical
means".
I remember a photo^aph of General Broad giving

orders for 'brigade drill' from his special command
tank to the 'ISt Brigade, Royal Tank Corps' during
the 1931 exercises on Salisbury Plain. What is
your comment on those famous manoeuvres?

TO BE CONCLUDED.



IS MODERN TERMS - A CAMPAIGN IN

Ron Miles

(The author is well-known as the genial Vforks Manager of ■ jm
Miniature Figurines who also makes a habit of either winning JHK
Or being a finalist in the World War II section at the National wBf
V/argames Convention.) . .. ;3|^SSvwgfc.*.. '•■i

PART ONE ■ ^
I am a confirmed modernist in spite of the virtual im- % i*Jk

possibility of representing even a World War II brigade action
because movement and range scales are too formidable. But |^H|y||iMtf|[|iHK£j^
first-class wargames based on smaller organisations are poss-
ible, fought to rules that need be no more complicated than
those of the Ancient period. After all, in trying to legislate IPPHPi^Bp^^
for every conceivable action and situation modernists are only
following the general trend which has been forced on rule
writers, and Convention organisers, because the "barrack- ^ '
room lawyers" twist rules to suit their own case. I would urge j ■
wargamers to get back to simple standards of scale, movement, V
time and basics, backed by common-sense and the willingness to • ■ n
see the other fellows point of view. Arguments should be settled by an umpire, decided by the throw of a
dice or better still by amicable negotiation.

I do not understand why wargamers should wish to fight only brigade or divisional battles - surely
there can be first-class games based on much smaller organisations. In this series I am going to advocate
small patrol actions involving 20-30 men or 2-3 tanks. Obviously a campaign cannot be run on this basis
for to recreate one small patrol action two or three hundred times to represent an army, then move arrov/s
across a map and call it a campaign is laughable. On the other hand, the blitzkrieg was based on lightnin':
armoured strikes on narrow fronts, supported closely by aircraft, swinging round behind the enemy in pincer
movements with men becoming secondary and virtually puppets of the machines. The performance of men
supported by machines, as in Crete, was overshadovfed by the spectacular movements of the blitzkrieg; the
Western Desert campaign; and the gigantic clashes in Russia and Normandy. All hinged on the tank and its
ancillary equipment.

Commando raids, such as St. Kazaire, make very good wargames; airborne raids are equally g'ood fun and a
fertile imagination can easily dream up variations such as operations in East Africa; Somaliland; Eritrea
vrith an ultimate objective, such as the Germans v.'ishing to establish a base for pocket battleships to go
raiding in the Indian Ocean. Then there are the events in Syria, Iraq, Madagascar to give food for thought.
Pacific Island 'hopping' makes first-class campaigning, although this could well be mainly naval and air
with the land campaign becoming secondary.

I suggest a campaign in the Aegean v;hioh can accommodate all three services vfith none of them hecoming
so big as to be unmanageable



I manage such a campaign hy first drawing three identical gridded maps of the area with each square of
the map representing 10 miles square. Two friends were pressed into becoming commanders and they wrote in
structions to the organiser, who marked the master map and fought all the battles - sending results back to
the commanders for their information.

LSGEHD

August 1945. Both German and Allied armies are at full stretch, but the quiet Aegean area is being
used as a rest and recuperation centre by the German army. British forces are to attack and island 'hop',
keep the Germans at full stretch, clear the islands and establish a base for an invasion of Greece whilst
threatening the Balkans. The British base will be Cyprus. The forces allocated may be used at commanders
discretion. Material may only be replaced at organiser's discretion; extra material and forces over and
above that originally allocated may be indented for and can be granted at the organiser's discretion.

CASUALTIES; One-third of the casualties will be counted as dead and not replaced; one-third will be
out of action for one month campaign time: the other third will be ready for the next battle.

The German garrison of Crete is extra to their allocated forces and any British force moving into the
sphere of Crete will be attacked by them. But they will not take part unless provoked by British forces
crossing their boundary. It is not part of '"ritish commanders orders to violate the Cretan area or Turkish
neutrality. Similarly any forces violating Turkish neutrality will be attacked by Turkish forces and the
opposing side informed. All information of such operations will be given to Aegean Command.

ISLAND BSSGRIFTIONS; All the islands are similar with very steep cliffs, they possess odd coves that
could be used for small landings and their few beaches are only suitable for tank and vehicle disembarkation.
Supply over the beaches can only support small forces or a large force for a very short time (SEE SUPPLY).
Small fishing villages may have little quays but only two towns have port facilities - the largest is
Rhodes which has first-class harbour faoilities but only limited repairs can be carried out there, '■'^he
other is Samos which is smaller but fairly well equipped.

Heads are not very good and are mainly tracks. It is not good tank country but armour may be used.
The terrain is rather hilly; the hills are fairly high but also rolling; the countryside is dusty with
vineyards and olive groves. Some dry stone walls divide properties and there are many little stone houses
and farms,

SKD OP PART ONE

THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
^ D S E U M , near Dayton, Ohio, is the olcJest antj
largest military aviation museum in the world. Exhibits
include approximately 150 aircraft and missiles, plus
aeronautical items, spanning the period from Kittyhawk
to the present. Admission is free. No pets permitted.
The museum is located at Wright Field, the Area B portion
of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, six miles east of
Dayton on Springfield Street. (One mile from Ohio Route
4 via Harshman Road exit). For additional information
write: Air Force Museum, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio
45433; or call (513) 255-3284.

VISITING HOURS

Weekdays
Saturday & Sunday .

Closed Christmas Day Only

...9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
..10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Photography is encouraged in all museum areas although
flash equipment will probably be required for interior
pictures. Movies are shown in the theater on Saturdays,
Sundays, and holidays. A Gift Shop, operated by the Air
Force Museum Foundation, sells aviation-oriented items,
with profits used to assist the Air Force Museum. Refresh
ments are available for visitors.

TOURS

All exhibits and displays are well identified to perrjiit
touring without guides.

RESEARCH

Research facilities consisting of selected documents, pho
tographs, and aircraft drawings related to the Air Force
Museum program are maintained. These historical ma
terials are available for research purposes on weekdays
only, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

The public is encouraged to offer suggestions for improve
ments, to loan or donate suitable military items for dis
play, and to contribute personal memorabilia such as
photographs, uniforms, and documents associated with Air
Force history. All pffers should be submitted in writing to:
Director, Air Force Museum, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio
45433.

Approximately 100
aircraft will be ex

hibited indoors with

the remainder in an

adjacent outdoor
park. In addition,
there are numerous

informative exhibits

of hardware, docu
ments, photographs,
and personal mem
orabilia.
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DON 'T SELL WARGAMES FIGURE 31!!

How about that? Some start for a first "ad" in the "Newsletter" you think?
Well it happens to be true, but that is no reason for thinking that we have
nothing to interest the wargaraer, even the most hardened campaigners (Bob
and Wally, take note!) are among our customers. We specialist in things
military and maritime, plus possibly the worlds largest selection of paper
models. Now we sell all those items from our small shop (near our large
warehouse!) right in Central London, in fact less than 1 genuine minute
(as opposed to your advertisers minute) from South Kensington tube station.
If you wargame in 30mm have you seen the "new" Minot range of Napoleonics?
These miniatures are designed as individual collectors pieces, but already
maiiy wargamers are "on to them". Prices are from 14p for a foot figure and
we can quote you on bulk orders. Available now are British and French Line

Infantry, Imperial Guard, French Cuirassiers with British Cavalry and much
more to come

L I

£  &

i,' ^

A A

u. It,

As an example of some of the special items we cari'y take the new l/72nd
true scale Luftwaffe figpares shown here. Each an accurate sculpture in its
own right, moulded in highest quality polystyrene (which meauis they can be
chopped, animated and painted" with no problems). The possibilities for
conversions are limitless, especially for the A.F.V. man, in fact, the ground
crew need no alteration at all to become Panzermen. They come 30 to a box
at 48p post free, or 60 to a box at 90p. post free. Sound interesting?
Among the many ranges stocked, and we mean stocked, are l/300th scale A.F.V.'s
and aircraft, Ensign and Fleetline 1200 scale ships and aircraft, metal
figures in 54ram, 75nira, 77mm and 90mm scales, including the famous 'Valiants',
'77's', Merite and many more, along with Avalon Hill wargames, plastics,
painted collectors figures, books, tools, electric drills, air brushes,
compressors - Look instead of us going on about how good we are, why not
give us a ring or pay us a visit and Judge for yourself?

Finally an apology, at the moment it is impossible to get our new catalogue
out, prices are changing almost daily, so if you have already paid for one
please be patient it will come.

'A

15, Exhibition Road London S.W.7.

Telephone: 01-584 2758 Telex; 27238



THE SKIRMISH LIKE

REVIEW OF THE HEW SCRUBY HAPOLEOKIC FIGURES

Mike Blake B

In the January issue, Don mentioned some new figures in [J
45mm from Jack Scruby, The Soldier Factory, P.O.Box I658, Ef ' \
Cambria, California, 93428, U.S.4. Well, Jack sent us some /i f
preview sets of these figures (to encourage us to get on with alT^ ̂  | \£ '
our Napoleonic Skirmish Rules, no doubt), I have painted mine ///^"^
up, though not used them yet, and so a more detailed review of jU ' 1 ^
these unique figures might not be out of place. First, details 4)m 1
of what the range consists of so far. |7// ^

The figures are based on the novel, "Death to the French" fl//
by C.S.Forrester (which will provide a host of ideas for games), Jo \ /KfS
namely Lance Corporal Dodd of the 95th Rifles, and Carabinier MW \ \ I'/Sf®
Sergeant La Due of the French Light Infantry. Dodds patrol M jj \ (X /f
consists of figures as follows, the reference number being |lf|// I / /\^ 4
given first; 45-10, Lance Cpl. Dodd, leading (stood, legs mwl
apart, rifle in his right hand, left hand raised with a clench- Em
ed fist); 45-11, Rifleman, standing firing; 45-12, Rifleman Wj'
charging (running, rifle raised in right hand, left arm against
body); 45-13» Rifleman, loading (rifle in left hand, reaching jf i ^!mS
into cartridge box with right); 45-14* Rifleman, kneeling, /i^]firing; 45-15* Rifleman, standing on guard. ^ "^8

All the men (excuse me if 1 lapse into Skirmish jargon and ^ I ^
use men for figures, but it is how 1 think, and these really ' ~~
are characters) are vjearing normal 95'th Rifles stove-pipe
shakos with tufts and cords, short tailed jacket, overalls,
gaiters and boots. The equipment is rolled blanket on top of knapsack on the back, with haversack on the
left hip, cartridge box on the right. One important item which is missing is the long sword bayonet,
necessary to give the short Baker rifle reach to match a musket and bayonet in a melee, but this can be
added easily enough, as 1 shall explain later.

The Frenchmen consist of nine figures, as folloiics. 45-1 to 45-4 axe Carabiniers in bearskins; 45-5 to

45-9 are Voltigeurs or Chasseurs in plumed shakos. 45-1 Sgt. La Duo himself, leading (pose as for Cpl,
Dodd, but the head turned to the right, i.e. looking back); 45-2 standing, firing; 45-3 kneeling, firing;
45-4 standing on guard; 45-5 standing, firing; 45-6 kneeling firing; 45-7 fighting with cold steel(!); 45-
6 standing on guard; 45-9 leading (can be a Corporal, Jack says, and the pose is as for 45-1 Lut looking
forward). All the men are wearing full equipment, i.e. rolled blanket on top of knapsack, haversack,
cartridge box, and a bayonet and hanger. These are a separate piece which is stuck in place (a large
spigot and hole on the figure make this easy). This idea means that the detail of the bayonet and hanger
are excellent of course. The uniform is the short-tailed, lapelled coat, with tight breeches and tasselled
boots. The rifles all have bayonets fixed.

Well, having got those basic details out of the way, what do 1 think of them? In a word, excellent!
The poses are lively as they come, despite the constraints imposed by the casting process, but with a little
imagination and a pair of snipe-nosed pliers they can be made even better. 1 won't run through what 1 did
with mine, because 1 don't want everyone else's figures looking like mine, but by bending the angle of a
head to make the man look up, down, left or right, or raising an arm, quite simple little touches can make
each figure different from anyone elses.

Jack has designed these figures in 45nim, which may seem a rather odd size. In fact it is a good one,
because it means the cost is kept to a reasonable one (85c each, or the French set of nine figures ^6.75*
the British set of six men j(4*50* and don't forget extra for surface or airmail) whereas 54i™ would have
meant too high a price. On the other hand the figures are more easily thought of as individuals than, say,
30mm because they are so much bigger, and this also allows more detail. It also makes them much easier to
convert or animate, and paint! One problem which may have occurred to wargamers considering purchasing
some of these figures, is terrain. In fact this is no problem, because 54nmi scale buildings, etc., are
really nearer 45n™, so the figures fit admirably.

Whilst there is no dearth of sources for uniform information for painting up these fine little men,
Napoleonic being the most popular period of all, it did occur to me that wargamers who normally play in
other periods but who would like to try Skirmish games in this scale might welcome some ideas for painting
up these figures. Dealing with the British figures first, they can of course be painted as the 95'fch Rifles,
as Jack has designed them, or as the other'Rifle regiment, the 60th. If the shako cords are carefully
trimmed off, the figures can be used as British Light Infantry. In searching for something different, I
settled on the King's German Legion, who fought with their British comrades in the Peninsular. The KGL
Rifle Regiment wore the same uniform as the 95'th (with perhaps brass instead of silver metal buttons,
buckles, etc.; - anyone know for sure?), whilst KGL Light Infantry can be made as for the British Light
Infantry. Reference to one of the many books on the period will reveal various other possibilities, e.g.
Loyal Lusitanian Legion, Portugese Cacadores (who must surely have worn overalls somewhere, sometime?). If



The fun began when the Gordons tried to reach the wall. We now found to our cost that the Boers had
only revealed about a quarter of their strength so far. At least a full conunando had been concealed in
ambush positions about the tree clump. As the Gordons tried to cross the open, they were met by a sudden
"unexpected blast from this mob, and with fiendish precision all the Boers on Jakkals Kop swung their fire
from the Plaas to the Gordons as well. For a round or two my brave Highlanders staggered forward trying
to volley fire, then broke and fell back in disorder, followed shortly by a few shredded remnants of
lancers. The only bright spark was when a lyddite shell from one of the medium guns burst exactly in the
centre of a large pair of trees from which about 25 Boers had been firing down on us, "causing heavy execu
tion" as they say. This could not hide our utter defeat in the centre.

Disaster soon followed on our wings. The commander of our right chose this moment to show the rest of
the club that he did not have a very good head for wine! Getting confused with our Revolutionary War rules,
he ordered all his infantry into some sort of column or something. I cannot bear to describe the results!
In our concern about the centre and right, we forgot about the enthusiastic junior on our left ....

With fiendish timing he chose his moment. He had had no excitement so far, and was determined to show
us bumbling clots with our disordered regulars, how to fix the Boers. Leaving their horses, all the mount
ed infantry ran across the open at X hoping to take Jakkals Kop from the flank. Needless to say the last
Commando had been waiting the whole game concealed in the bush just across the stream. There was a single
terrible blast which hit the M.I. at 50 yards. Once again I cannot bear to describe the results. To put
it briefly - we'd had it!

CONCLDSION;

The British were defeated by superior fire power and more particularly, superior generalship. The
Boer commanders never once got in each other's way and kept us off balance and confused from the start. I
have probably been biased in emphasising the foolishness of our wing commanders while playing down my own
blunders with phrases like "my brave Highlanders". My cavalry rush was a reckless gamble which deserved
the fate it got. In fact the only British commander who did a reasonable job was my friend Hamish Peterson
who covered our somewhat over enthusiastic retreat from the farm. I wonder how those wily Boers would cope
with an armoured train ?

THE AMERICAN SCENE

Newell Chamberlin

I still play the odd solo wargames - still along the banks
of the Nile or in the Sudan, occasionally in the depths of the
jungle. I paint very little now because of time and eyesight
(it takes me a long time to finish a JOmm figure) and those I
do fiddle with are all JOmm, the scale I have stuck with for
years. Most of our wargamers are now in the Nile-Sudan (as
Doug Johnson and Ian Cohen, both away at graduate school).
World War I or the Napoleonics, although these devotees travel
to Indiana for their games which involve several hundreds of
figures these days. I have never witnessed one but I imagine
the game to be something, taking some three days to play out
.... this is a bit much for me! I am still something of a
simple wargamer and still use your old rules slightly modified.

I manage to get some writing in but nowadays chiefly professional stuff. One of the problems re
reviewing military books is that now in this country anything of real interest has been published previously
in the U.K., military books originating here seem to be on the Revolution or still on the Civil War (what
now can one say about that?) So that, for the English readers and most of the Stateside readers^ you have
what I might say would be gilding the lily unless I let loose a blast at some things. Most notably the
Almarck books which seem to me to be duplication of duplication in many cases, and now no longer with the
advantage of being inexpensive in the paperbound format! For two currencies which have remained fairly
stable together (the pound sterling and dollar have fluctuated some 10^ at most since the dollar crisis)
the cost of English books seems to have outpaced our own. On a couple of occasions books I have ordered
through my U.K. bookseller (Heffer's of Cambridge) have cost more than comparable U.S. editions.

In looking over the past year I am of the- opinion that the only area of the general hobby which has not
gone hog-wild out of proportion is that of wargaming. The 54iiim and larger scale figures are ridiculous in
price, and, it seems to me, the only new and really interesting castings are those designed for wargamers in.
the smaller scales. It is now the wargamer who maintains the fine, old art of conversion as he fiddles with
Airfix while the man who deals with the larger scales does not do much of anything but overpaint the larger
commercial castings. Militaria in general is so flooded with fakes - good, bad, indifferent - that area of
the hobby will be nil simply because of the fact that those of us able to tell the difference between a
genuine article and a fake will be dead! My own small collection of medals has about reached the point
where I am d..d lucky to find anything to the 24th (SWB), but I am fortxinately of the reputation of being a
genuine amateur and expert on things 24th (SWB) and not a speculator (l still say that he who collects
simply for the money involved is not a collector per se).

Britains, of course, are impossible. I pity any poor boob who wishes to collect these unless he is a
millionaire. own collection has been whittled down to one each of every military type the firm made be
tween founding and the end, plus all the British Cavalry and horse-dra-wn stuff. Otherwise I am out of
Britains except from an academic interest point. One aspect of more than 40 years of collecting ended.
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BATTLE REPORT

GE7EG IM JAKKALS KOP

N.Zaal (of South Africa)

This was a recent lively Boer War action we fought with
four British commanders against three Boer commandants.

Forces« 25mm Scruhy, Mini-Fig and Airfix - 1 figure = 20 men.

British - 21st Lancers - 15 figures
17th Lancers - I5 figures
Gordon Highlanders - JO figures
Scots Guards - JO figures
Naval Brigade Battalion - JO figures
24th South Wales Bn. - JO figures
2 Pom-poms
2 15-pdrs.
1 Maxim

2 Units of Mounted infantry - JO figures.

I. ' s.
, ■ . (I ■■ ,

Pretoria Kommando

Winburg Kommando
Vryfrierd Kommando
Lean Kommando

Stoats Artillerie:

2 Krupp medium guns
1 Pom-pom
1 Maxim

25 figures
25 figures
25 figures
25 figures

I  6qsH

rndl
VLBi puMS

Situation. Moving up hastily through a dense morning
mist, it was the object of both sides to seize
Jakkals Kop with its valuable commanding position.

How it turned out. The British pushed forward as
quickly as possible all along their side of the table
seizing Vlei Plaas, "C" hill and B Koppie. Th^could
not see a single Boer at this stage, and even began
to think they might reach Jakkals Kop before the
firing startedj then all they would have to do would
be to dig in and hold it with their bayonets - the
day would be theirs.

m  The Jrd round came, and still not a shot. I was
,  ju commanding the two units of Lancers just to our right

/y ir of the stream. I decided to rush straight round the
right of Jakkals Kop to see if I could catch the

Boers who were no doubt massed on the far side. I drove my dusty troopers forward at full speed. The
Boers were just too quick for us. We were only about I50 yards away when they topped the rise in strength
and opened up with a terrible fire which was to last through the whole action. Horses reared and troopers
dropped. We fell back and dismoimted behind a stone wall, completely pinned.

If the infantry did not support the lancers at once, they would soon be wiped out. The South Wales
with a maxim and pom-pom had occupied Vlei Plass (the farm) and were ordered to concentrate all fire on the
Kop. The moment of crisis seemed to pass, Boers on the Kop switched their fire from the lancers to the
Plass and on our far right the bailors and Scots Guards, backed up by the medium guns, seemed to be making
good progress against the Boers on A Koppie. In fact a few lucky hits from the guns temporarily threw the
Boers back from A Koppie, but our infantry were too slow to be able to take advantage.

As things seemed to be progressing reasonably well, we decided to see if we could put more pressure
on Jakkals Kop by moving the Gordons up along the route the lancers had followed to support them,where they
lay still firing feebly away with their carbines from behind the stone wall. At the same time the South
Wales were to work their way from the farm towards the central bridge, keeping under cover, but slowly
massing for an eventual bayonet rush in concert with the Gordons, when the latter reached the stone wall.
Finally, the enthusiastic junior member in charge of the mounted infantry, which had done nothing so far
except seize "C" against no opposition (since all the Boers were on the other side of the stream) ... was
ordered to cover the dense riverbank bush to our left of Jakkals Kop, but warned not to advance into the
open (area X). It seemed like a good plan, but we forgot we were opposed by slimy skilful opponents who
had co-operative tactics down to a fine art!



the figxires are to he Riflemen, sword bayonets must be added from scrap (metal staples, s.-tra-ightened and
shaped are good for this, or the bayonets can be cut from plastic figures),

■  The French offer just as much scope, but all rather more on the same basic colouring of Light Infantry.
Rene North's "Soldiers of the Peninsular War" (Almarks) gives plenty of details. The Voltigeur figures can
be painted as Chasseurs also but only the bayonet was carried, and if- the tassel to the boots is filed off,
as Yoltigeurs of the Line, or as Line Battalion Companies (but again only the bayonet). They can also be
painted up as one of the Swiss Regiments, of course.

On the subject of Rules, Ian (Colwill) has knocked out the first draft, and it is with me for some test
games and comments. We are trying a new approach to overcome the timescale problem, which should resolve
the difficulties we otherwise foresaw with trying to fight Napoleonic Skirmishes. But more of this another
time. Meanwhile, dare I say it, we would be glad of any comments on your Skirmish games played, in particu
lar Napoleonic ones. However, the next Skirmish Line will not even mention Napoleonic in passing, - by way
of a change!

AH EARLY WARCAMER

John Flint

While browsing, not for the first time, through your book WARGAMES, I came upon the following passage:-

"... few, if any, wargamers actually fire cannon at their troops - having spent many hours making and
painting model soldiers it is a foolhardy collector who permits them to have pieces of metal rod flung forc
ibly in their general direction."

I am sure that you, an enthusiast, will be interested in the following, and will therefore forgive me
writing.

For a number of years it was my good fortune to serve on the beautiful island of Madeira, where I was
privileged to meet the late Dr. Jardim, a well-known literary figure in Portugal. Dr. Jardim's lifelong
hobby was wargames, and as he was, I think, in his ninety-first year when he died in 1970, it might be
assumed that he was playing before the turn of the century. Many years ago he wrote a book called "MANBOLIA
- A game for lovers of model soldiers" which I believe was published in Lisbon. In the book he described
how his game developed from his youth, when for many years he played with hand painted, cut out, card

figures, on a trestle table, until by the time of the 1914-18 war, the country of "Mandolia" with realistic
terrain had come into being on his estate at Canico in Madeira, and wars with lead soldiers were being
"played" on a scale that I would not think possible in this country, or in this day and age.

As I write, I have in front of me the manuscript of Dr. Jardim's own translation of "MANDOLIA" into
English, kindly loaned to me by his son, Senhor Alberto Jardim. A large part of the book consists of ex
tracts from the 'Chronicles' (of which there are said to be many voliunes) being bulletins written up daily,
vfith maps and photographs, as campaigns progressed over more than thirty years.

For rifle fire Dr. Jardim used small lead shot, two at a time propelled by catapult; small explosive
'bombs' (Chlorate of potash) of size depending upon calibre of gun, for artillery. Incendiaries as well as
minute land mines were also employed. longest and most elaborate war appears to have lasted from 1st
August 1924 until 13th November 1927, with actual 'play' taking place on a total of eighty days, although
all troops and material remained on the field throughout the three year period. Total casualties during
this war were recorded as 4209, which did not include missing - a considerable number, no doubt, being
washed away or otherwise lost during the times when play was impossible during winter rains. I should men
tion that by the rules, a man falling on his back was accounted woxinded, and after a certain number of
missed turns could return to active service, whereas an unfortunate falling on his face had 'had it' and
was returned to the melting pot for reincarnation.

The above will give you some idea of the scale on which the game was played. I believe you would find
this manuscript most interesting, not merely because of the rules themselves, of which nearly 5OO are list
ed, but because of the history itself and the probability that it may have evolved quite independently from
H.G.Wells' early papers.

It is more than twelve years since I was taken to the battlefields of "Mandolia" but at that time, al
though peace had reigned for a quarter of a century, sighs of past strife could still be discovered in the
rank grass and overgrown shrubs. The remains of the armies, totalling from 5OOO men (plus masses of guns,
vehicles and other equipment, to the weight of more than a ton) are now in the possession of my good friend
Senhor Alberto Jardim, in Madeira. He visits this coTintry at least once a year, and usually brings a couple
of dozen or so soldiers for me to repaint." (l should mention now that I am not a wargamer, but for many
years have obtained much enjoyment from painting model soldiers - thoxigh very indifferently, I am afraid).
All the troops are 54™i- There are a few hollow cast by Britain, but the vast majority are solids, probably
of French manufacture, with plug in heads and very delicately featured faces. In the main they represent
German, French and French Colonial.

TTnfortunately, from the point of view of the restorer, all rifle, side arms and even packs, have been
carefully removed to be made readily detachable in the event of capture; this makes renovation rather
laborious.



RESERVES OH THE WARGAmS TABLE

Stephen Douglas

No rule can cover the use of reserves because the composition, position and employment of a reserve is
a matter of judgement but I feel the following suggestions are of value as a reply to Mike Perkins rule
problem in the March Newsletter regarding some benefit for retention of a reserve.

A possible answer could be to modify the firepower movement and morale of troops thus:-

1. Troops who fire for the first time have a bonus added onto the effect of their firepower. I would
suggest 20-50?^ (Note l) though I have heard of 50?^ which seems excessive. This is to simulate the first
round being much better prepared probably well before the battle starts when no undue confusion and smoke is
about.

2. Troops who have fired, say 4 times will subsequently have a reduced fire effect say 20-50^ (Note 2)
again. This is to simulate various factors such as:-

a) Fouled bores and malfunction of the weapons.
b) Increased nervousness and weariness of troops, (Note 5)*
c) A drop in the overall rate of fire in order to conserve remaining ammunition.

3. Troops who have moved say 4 moves or whatever suits the rules and game are considered fatigued and
to have lost a certain amount of cohesion. They therefore move at a reduced movement rate.

4. Troops who come under fire for the first time add one for morale. This seems a trifle hard to
justify, but it does benefit the retention of troops out of the enemies fire as long as is tactically neces
sary. This notion could be expanded and a reduction in morale made after a certain number of moves under_
fire, although in fact it would only seem to be significant if accompanied by heavy losses, particularly in
a professional army.

Of course these factors need monitoring, each move spent moving or firing should be clearly marked on
the order sheet e.g. by a coloured symbol. In order to clarify further, counters could be placed by the
units or better still, to retain the aesthetic appearance of the battlefield, certain special figures could
be included with each unit. Thus each unit could be equipped with a standard bearer, drummer and bugler and
used as indicators in the following ways:-

A1 - Troops who have not fired retain the Drummer at the rear, once they have expended their first
round bonus the drummer is moved to the front of the unit.

A2 - When a unit has fired four times the drummer is removed completely thus units without drummer
will fire at reduced effect.

A5 - A bugler represents movement, when a unit has moved so many moves and thus considered fatigued
the bugler is removed. Thus units without buglers move at a reduced rate.

A4 - The standard bearer of a unit which has not received fire is retained at the rear of the unit
after the unit has received its first fire the standard is moved to the fore.

This may seem a trifle complex, but I think a visual indicator by the unit concerned is much more use-
ful and practical than off the table notes.

5. Finally, since simple rules generally make cannon very effective I would urge that a system of
limited ammunition be adopted. Perhaps a set of say ten counters by each gun, each counter representing
one round of ammunition. This particular system was first expounded in the book "War Games . If you look
carefully at the pictures of the action in the Plattville Valley, you can pick out the counters by the guns.

NOTES:

1. If a volley fire system is used, the volley could be reduced say from 6 to 4 men.
Alternatively if a saving throw is used it could be decreased from say 4, 5, 6 to 5, 6.
If a factor table is used, add one factor to fire effect for the first volley.

2. For a volley system, increase it from say 6 to 8 or 9.
Alternatively - for a saving throw amendment increase the save by one.
For a factor system minus one factor from the total.

3. "Amongst 24,000 loaded rifles picked up on the field, only a quarter were properly loaded. 12,000
contained two charges each ... the other quarter from three to ten."

■

The Official report of Gettysburg.

"... the fire of Mars-la-Tour affected my nerves for months."

Captain Hoenig, 38th (Prussian) Brigade.
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NAPOLEONIC WARGAMES FORMATIONS

Robin Eyre-Tanner

My present oolleotion, of entirely 54niin models, has grown up
more by accident than design and for your interest this is a break
down of a typical company of twenty men.

This unit may be divided in
half - officer, N.C.O. and eight men or into four units
- officers and four men and N.C.O. and four men. Two

companies of twenty men - the second one having a drum
major as an officer and bass drum in place of colour
will give a balance between parade ground and battle
ground. Pour companies form a perfect square of 80 men,
and a full regiment. I hope my semi-decimal units are
NOT too unorthodox! >

"o

Here is a specimen of formation signs I use,
which cannot be confused even when using only
black and white.
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FRENCH

1st Foot Guards (Old Eyes)

2nd Dragoons (Scots Greys)
(The Greys)

5rd East Kent (Buffs)
(Nut Ciackers)

42nd Black Watch

(Porty-Twos)

5th Foot Artillery (Light)

6th Dragoons (inniskilling)
(The Skins)

7th Hoyal Fusiliers
(Elegant Extracts)

8th Royal Irish Hussars
(The Cross Belts)

9th Foot Artillery (Heavy)

10th Royal Lincolnshire Regiment
(Poachers)

11th Hussars

(The Cherry Pickers)

12th Foot (Suffolk Regiment)
(The Old Dozen)

m

a

*

Imperial Guard

Horse Grenadiers

5rd Voltigeurs

Legere Lt. Infantry

Yendre 5th Artillery

6th Dragoons

7th Fusiliers

8th Cuirassiers

Neuchatel Gun

10th Light Infantry

Carabiniers

12th Tirailleurs

miMEii
EASY TO MAKE AND CONVERT—FUN TO COLLECT

Historically accurate kits consisting of finely
detailed components moulded in various plas
tics, and where appropriate, helmets and breast
plates are metal-platea. Some kits'contain wool
and fabrics to make helmet crests and plumes.
With a little ingenuity the figures can be ani
mated into almost any posture. The kits are
easy to assemble and are ideal for both the
expert and novice, provided you use the COR
RECT adhesives and paints. Coloured prints
are included with all kits.

Price sop plus U.K. postage and packing 10p
for 1 kit, plus 2p for each additional kit.

HELMET ADHESIVE 10p per tube

For ovtrseas postage and packing add 20% (surface
mall). Send postal orders, cheques or International
money orders to:

54mm Model Soldier Kits

HELMET PRODUCTS, BETCHWORTH,
SURREY, ENGLAND

* Only order kits marked with an asterisk

British Life Guards 1815
British InnlskllMng Dragoon 1815
The o.uts Grays 1B15
French Line Dragoon Trooper 1803-15
French Line Dragoon Officer 1803-15
Russian Heavy Cavaliy 1812-15 ̂
French CarabTnier Officer 1810-15
French Carabinier Trooper 1810-15
French General Cuirassiers 1810-15
French Empress Dragoon 1806-15
Empress Dragoon Trumpeter 1806-15
French Horse Grenadier 1807-15
French Cuirassiers OfP.cer 1810-15
French Cuirassiers rrooper 1803-15
French Cuirassiers Trumpeter 1807-15
French Line Lancers 1811-15
1st Polish Guard Lancers 1809-15
2nd Red Guard Lancers 1810-15
British 17th Lancers Crimea 1B54
British 17th Lancers Parade 1846-55
British 10th Hussar 1815
British 18th Hussar 1809-15
British Light Dragoons 1812-15
French Hussars 1807-15
Chasseurs of Guard 1804-15
British Officer RHA 1800-15
Black Brunswick Hussar 1815

INFANTRY
BrlUsh Inf. - Peninsular 8t Waterloo
Dutch Infantry - Waterloo
Belgian Infantry - Waterloo



GUEST of the MONTH

Ron Sart?ent

(Late RSM Royal Hampshire Rgt., now at British Embassy,
V,'arsaw).

Recently I was re-reading Morris's "Washin ' of the Spears"
and, on reflection, the Skirmish idea seems the best way to
play that period as stand-uppit'ched battles are a bit one sided.
I have always laid great stress on the scouting side of rules
for my Zulu games as I reckon that surprise was the Zulu's best
ally in attack; also ammunition re-supply for the Imperial
troops I considered an important factor to be covered in the
rules.

I have actually got around to a spot of wargaming lately yM ' ^
so that things are not quite as dull as a few months back. The
accountant in the Embassy expressed an interest in the hobby so
I invited him around for a trial game. The evening he was due
to come gjiO't'her chap asked if he could come also just to watch. I had laid on a simple English Civil V/ar
battle set against a background of a Parliamentarian drive on Dorchester; the accountant being a Bournemouth
man. Well, I ended up umpiring the game with these two moving the pieoesl Both were fascinated by it all
and as a consequence I now have a battle on my hands most '.'ednesday evenings. The accountant chap seems a
real convert and does not hesitate to phone me up on Tuesdays if I haven't produced a little piece of back
ground narrative for our next game! He is an ardent Royalist and loves the cavalry!

As my rules were designed for solo games I had to do a quick rehash of our old Wessex Civil V/ar ones.
The other chappie when he was last at my place seemed keenly interested in my Zulu fi.gures that I had on
display in our living room. He is the one I am aiming to interest in a Zulu game when I have sorted out the
rules.

Over and above this break into actual wargaming I have also been sketching out rules for my Russo-
Japanese set up. I reckoned that the artillery guns that I had whilst okay for field games, were not really
suitable for bombarding fortifications if I wanted to reproduce something like the fighting around Port
Arthur. I happened to be in a toy shop looking for a present for the little daughter of one of my mates
when I spied some little howitzers that I could easily convert into the 11 inch type the Japs used. They
only had five in stock so I bought the lot much to the shop assistant's amusement. I can't speak Polish
even now, but I was determined to have these howitzers regardless of how big a fool I made of myself to get
them! I have also bought a couple of the modern 54mm figures I wrote you about and have re-painted them
for my display cabinet. "They look quite good. They are made of a sort of polystyrene material and are very
light in weight.

The summer here has brought the usual crop of tourists and sightseeing groups that plague every capital
nowadays. One of the things that they come to see in Warsaw is the changing of the Guard at the tomb of the
Unknown Soldier every Sunday at midday. I went along to see it and was quite impressed. The Unknown Soldier
dates from 1920 and the tomb was a larger and more elaborate building than now before the war. The Germans
tried to blow it up but made a botch of it. After the war the Poles did not rebuild it but just cleaned it
up and the result is much more impressive for them not having done so. The Soldier lies under an eternal
flame and is surrounded with urne containing soil from all the battlefronts where Polish soldiers fought in
World War II; even from England to represent the fine show the Polish flyers put up in the Battle of Britain.
The parade consisted of four guards of some 56 men each and a band. It was an all khaki affair the only
colour being the Drum Major's sash of white and red and the Colour carried by the leading Guard'which was
also in the national colours. Three guards carried sub-machine g\ms in the Russian manner across the chest
while the fourth were armed with rifle and bayonet. It was from this guard that the sentries for the tomb
were drawn. I v/asn't struck on the music as it had too much of a socialist ring about it, but the drill was
good although the goose-stepping produced some really red faces as it was a very hot day.

LETTERS - Continued from Page "£5

I have just purchased a Roman catapult set, and the amount of detail on the uniforms, etc., was fantas
tic! What material do they carve their originals in? Wood allows for only a little detail and then starts
to break - even though it is basswood, considered the best for such detailed pieces. Ideas, please!"

Prof. M.A.R.Barker-of University of Minnesota,
Dept. of South Asian Studies, 192 Klaeber Court, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455, U.S.A.

00O00-—

"Percentage card systems, as suggested by Ian Graham, have been with us for many years. There are two
reasons why they have not caught on. Firstly, you can get the same result with a pair of Bristol dice num
bered 0 to 9, one counting tens, the other ones, and get it a lot quicker and without making up and shuff
ling decks of cards. Secondly, who needs that sort of accuracy? A single ordinary dice will enable you to
have 1% probability steps, and I humbly suggest that a factor that only affects the outcome of an event by
less than 15^ probably is not worth taking into account. On Neville Dickinson's reoonquest of America, our
rebellious Colonial cousins need not fear. There are plenty of brave Continentals and prudent Militia over
here, practising for the Bi-centenary. He may yet have to learn to whistle "The world turned upside down.""

Phil Barker of the Wargames Research Group.



meral miniatures

presents
a new comprehensive range
of 25mm Napoleonic figures
INCLUDING OFFICERS, STANDARD BEARERS

DRUMMERS AND BUGLERS FOR ALL ARMS

AND ARTILLERY CREWS

British, French, Prussian, Austrian,Russian,Spanish

Bugler French Hussars

A RANGE OF OTHER FIGURES AVAILABLE

GREEKS - ROMANS -TURKS -GAULS - GOTHS

NORMANS-SAXONS - ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

Infantry 6p Cavalry 14p

Cataloge 5p 23 Grove Road Leighton Buzzard Beds



COUNSELS of WAR
MORE ON THE NAPOLEOHIC MYTH

Peter Howland

W>/ W

I would like to pass a few conunents (rather than criticism.
on Bob O'Brien's article in the March issue, which you may bepleased to reproduce on your letters page. fflm

First, I feel, I should declare any interest that I may / P
have on the subject. I certainly am interested in the Napoleo-
nic Wars enough to have a small number of figures of the period.
But it is not my "main" period and I consider myself to have ' /fy /■'/'/// /'^^^ '
none (or at least not much!) of the passion he supposes the Wj/J
period to arouse in its "ardent followers". ^

The Napoleonic Wars are no more and no less special than iS4>
nnv n+hpT war — thev are all uniQue. However, since in warfare
there are no new tactics - tanks may be used in a similar way to cataphracts, or hussars, depending^whether^
they are heavy or light; Napoleonic columns manoeuvre in a similar way to the Swiss 15th century colics, orth^HomL legLnarief (particularly the Maniples of the early period - Bob will no doubt correct mel). I
think this may be more clearly seen by comparing the development of naval tactics - first oared vessels
fired broadsides, launched aircraft, or today, missiles at each other. But tactics are still basically
concentrate more, stronger vessels against fewer, weaker vessels, an advantageous position if possible

- crossing the "T" etc).

What made the Napoleonic Wars, and all other wars, unique, was not the "different tactics" ^ew com
binations of old ones as dictated by the weapons and characteristics of the soldier. The weapons of the
Napoleonic period were no different from those of the Seven Years War - but the attitude of the generals to
the soldiers was different as was the attitude of the soldiers themselves. Bob's comments, while valid, also
apply to all other periods.

I would agree with his comments in the latter half of his article. How often have we seen the Polish
Lancers, or the Scots Greys charging gallantly at all and sundry in a table-top attempt to gain the glory
that was theirs on the field of battle? Let us see some lesser known units in action! But this comment may
also be applied to other periods - after all as Bob says the Napoleonic is not a special period.

Finally, let us see an end to the range stick and range estimation, which are not realistic. " j-S no
business of the commanding general to direct or control the fire of batteries - that is the 0°^
officers and NCOs. The skill, or lack of it, of the individual player in these directions should not affect
the course of the battle - bad players should not win just because their guns do not miss! (and I say this
as an engineer whose business involves estimation of distances!) Bob's suggested alternative sounds good and
workable but more complicated rules are required for this, if replacing range stick and estimation methods -
there is always a disadvantage.

notice BOARD
Postal opponent required for occasional Modern or American Civil War Wargames. Alex Garden, 2 Virginia

Court, Aberdeen, AB2 lEL.
ooOoo

The Aylesbury Wargames Club require new members interested in any period of history from Ancients to
Galactic warfare. Members must be 16 or over and we do need more senior members. Send a S.A.E. for details
to David Gander, Will Brook, 7 Station Road, Haddenham, Bucks.

—-ooOoo

Back numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER are available from Donald Featherstone, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton,
SOl 5AD. England, for these months - November I968; December 1972; February, March, May, June, July, August,
September, October, November, December 1973 and January, February 1974. All at 21p each inclusive. This is
for TT.K. only - overseas subscribers paying in non-sterling currency must send double cost for single number
to allow for Bank Handling charges or add 25p to larger orders.

ooGoo

Recent big increases in British Bank charges have put a handling-charge cf 25p (30 cents) on EACH
cheque from overseas. It is economically impossible for Wargamer's Newsletter to absorb this charge. Over
seas subscribers sending dollar or non-sterling cheques must ADD 30 cents to each cheque. American Express
drafts. International Money Orders or Sterling drafts for the specific amount do not need this additional
ha nd1ing-cha rge.

ooOoo

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER can be purchased monthly by sending 30p on the first day of each month to
TRADITION, 188 Piccadilly, London W.l.



LETTERS

"If any of your readers are in the Kent or Sussex neighbourhood at any time I strongly recommend a
visit to Lympne Castle. It has an interesting history and being close to Ashford (formerly Lympne) Airport
it is a very good place for aeroplane spotting. \!e spent some time on the roof of the castle and 1 was
taken back a good many years in time by the sight and sound of a Dakota tgj^ing off and passing by not very
far above us. On the tarmac was the unusual sight for these days of no less than six of these aircraft at
one time. They were all in immaculate condition and looked as though they had just emerged from the paint
shops. On sale at the castle are some interesting replicas of old playing cards. 1 bought a pack commem
orating Marlborough's campaigns against the French. The propaganda is lacking in subtlety and has almost a
modern ring to it, but it is a fascinating task to vrork out the various allusions in the different cartoons.

The wargame at my son's school fete was quite a success. It aroused a lot of interest and despite a
charge to view the procedin:*s, it was well attended. It was rather a blow that Neville was unable to come,
but I quite understood his reasons. Luckily 1 had a very keen assistant, who knew nothing of wargames, but
by the end of the afternoon he had such a grasp of the principles, that he was explaining the action to
people at his end of the table. 1 myself gave a continuous running commentary on the game, even to detail
ing the results of every dice throw. It meant repeating the rules over and over again, but with a continu
ally changing audience it was the only way to maintain their interest. 1 decided to do this after seeing
some wargames at a Model Fngineer Exhibition, in which the players enjoyed themselves, to the utter mystifi
cation of the spectators. Even 1 found these actions difficult to follow and soon became bored. It was
hard work at the fete and m'y throat was very dry at the end.

1 would like to draw your attention to an excellent series of books now
It is called "South African Forces World War 11" and is published by Purnell
Town. The first two volumes have appeared and respectively cover the activit
and 3.A.A.7. in Abyssinia. The books contain many illustrations and numerous
exchange their prices should be around £4.50p. I recommend these very highly
enthusiasts is "The Dictionary of Amerioan Naval Fighting Ships" published by
'Washington. It s'lould run to about seven massive volumes when complete and i
repeat every, ship that has been commissioned in the United States and Confed
latter are dealt with en bloc in Volume 11."

being published in South Africa,
and Sons (S.A.) Pty. of Cape
ies of the South African Army
maps. At the present rate of

Also recommended for naval

the Navy Department in
t includes the history of every,
erate States Navies. The

John Hisdon of London.

ooOoo

"Recently you mentioned J .I'.Lawford am; reter I'oun i's Wellington's Kasterpiece: Salamanca". 1 have
just read it .and another book which is strongly recommended by the autiior's i.e. Sir Charles Oman's
"Wellin 'ton's Arm. ". This is book made up of useful information that was not included in "The History of
the Teninsula ',,'or".

It was written in 1912 but has been re-published by Edward Arnold Ltd. It gives useful notes on organ
isation, personalities and tactics, discipline and such divergent subjects as Ladies at the Front and the
spiritual life cf the arr.y. Its aopendioes are excellent, dealin ■ in depth with the divisions and brigades
over the v.'hole Peninsula War (1809-1S14), plus an extensive list of the diaries and memoirs of the 'War. All
in all, a very lively and well written account of the facts that are vital to'the waryamer and military
historian but may have elinied him until now."

ooOoo

"No doubt you have seen it but I have just got hold of a copy of "French Napoleonic Line Infantry" by
Emir Bukhari, p^'inted by Alraark. It is one of the best reference sources I have obtained in a long time.
It not only contains the usual uniform details, most unfortunately in black and white, and divisional break
down of Line ''nfantry, but also such goodies as Notes on all Regiments and their location during the wars,
which regiments lost eagles, etc,"

Alec Duncan of Southampton.

ooOoo

"1 have as yet had no success with a microfilm of "Slingshot" or any of the other magazines dealing
with the Ancient-Mediaeval period. Perhaps the easiest thing would be for one of you pood wargamers to
loan a file of as many issues as you can reach easily, sending them by insured seamail, and 1 would Xerox
them over here and fire them right back. Any Good Samaritans of this nature over there?

1 have another question for you: 1 am a woodoarving hobbyist. V/hen 1 was only ten years old 1 began
to carve my own Ancients (Egyptians and related peoples, having a ferocious interest in Egyptology). 1 have
recently started doing this again and have produced several figures with considerable detail in the JOn™
range. But 1 very much doubt that 1 shall be able to carve the 800-1500 figures needed for a jolly battle!
1 thus need to expand m; hobbying into lead casting and need advice on likely textbooks for this. 1 hope
your "Military Modelling" will contain this sort of information in detail; otherwise can you suggest some
thing handy in print? Some of my figurines are quite complex - e.g. a Roman Hastatus with two javelins,
shield, one foot in the air, poised to throw, mouth open ... etc. Naturally, 1 am not a professional firm,

CONTINUED ON PAGE Zj,



MUST LIST

These pleasant little figures are t f
made up from the extensive range of 54mm f JL J
kits marketed by Helmet Products. His- B ^
torioally accurate, they are remarkably .■
cheap at their price of 50p per kit, (which W ^ L J
was their original price when introduced Bf a
in January 1971) when it is considered W^tf M
that the kits include gilt or burnished I
steel, metal plating on helmets and I

cuirasses, with real fabric crests and I m M ̂
helmet streamers. Their models are accur- I ' ^0 0
ate, well-detailed and very strong when I "" '
assembled. Their latest kits include * ■
French Hussars in two different versions -
the Pren3h Hussars during the Napoleonic Wars wore three main types of headgear with a variety of different
jackets and breeches in a bewildering number of colour combinations. The Colour Cards with the new helmet
kit shows six possible costumes and there are components available to allow all the variations of campaign
and parade dress - about 180 in all! Helmet infantry kits have recently been released, each consisting of
two figures - one standing and one kneeling - with separate haversacks, packs, etc., and a whole cluster of
arms so that the figures can be assembled in many different postures. The British Infantry, in the uniform
worn in the Peninsular and at Waterloo, are offered with three heads, two wearing the so-called Belgic shako
and one with the taller Light Infantry shako. Belgium and Dutch Infantry of the Waterloo period are avail
able and very little skill is required to convert these foot figures into Austrian or Hungarian Infantry.
Denis Knight who introduced these figures in 1971 has done a great job and deserves every support.

That American maker of fine and unusual figures, Bugle and Guidon of P.O. Box 248, West Carrollton,
Ohio 45449, U.S.A., have some new 54mm figures in kit form at ^3.50 each. They include a Colonel of Confed
erate Cavalry 1862; French Foreign Legionaire 1912; a Saxon Zastrow Cuirassier 1812 and a Saxon Garde du
Corps 1812 (those who charged the Grand Redoubt at Borodino). Then there is Lieut. E.S.Godfrey of the 7th
U.S.Cavalry at the Little Big Horn in 1876 and a Rifleman of the 4th Gurkha Rifles I9IO. All kits come with

® full colour postcard of the mounted ^figure, a brief historical sketch and full painting instruction. Bugle
and Guidon are embarking upon "The Little Big Horn Series" Custer's last stand in 54mm figures. It is also
possible to obtain from them a very fine series of books dealing with the American Frontier Wars - if you are
interested in this or the Wild West generally then send for their catalogue, enclosing a couple of Interna
tional Reply Coupons. On the next page are illustrations of their range of 54nffli figures.

The Wargames Research Group have sent me their latest set of rules - "ARMOUR AND INFANTRY IN I95O-I975"
and a very good job they look! Covering armoured or company level actions of the period, they can be used
with l!76 scale models and figures and also 1:300 scale. It is a period which covers the introduction of
anti-tank guided missiles, helicopters, range finders, night fighting equipment, highly efficient anti-tank
ammunition. I had these rules surveyed and tested by an alert teenage wargamer with a great interest in this
period - he made the following points

"There is a good section on the organisation of modernday armies and the rules utilise every weapon up
to but not including tactical nuclear weapons. The rules are extremely well detailed, involving infra-red
range finders, a radio network and even destruction of off-table fire support, which I have never seen before.
In all I found these very good rules. Their bad points are that I think them to be a little expensive at
£1.05p per set; they take some getting used to and infantry in buildings are just as vulnerable as those in
the open."

Glancing through them, I was interested in their suggestion for organising fictitious armies - the
organisers themselves have two such armies the Fenians, from Fenris, a country rather similar to Northern
Germany who use Western weapons and the Mohicans who, being Red Indians prefer Soviet block equipment. The
Fire Water fiiver dispute has provided many interesting hours of contentious entertainment apparently. At
£1.05p including postage these rules can be obtained from the Wargames Research Group, 75 Ardingly Drive,
Goring-by-Sea, Sussex.

Prom Model Figures and Hobbies of Lower Balloo Road, Groomesport, Co. Down, BTI9 2LU, I have received
some beautiful little ships which will gladden the heart of the Naval wargamer, plus a packet of minute air

craft, presumably to send off from the Aircraft Carriers available in this range. Their new 1:1200 scale
Ensign series of metal warship models now includes the escort carrier Avenger which includes two aircraft
£1.00p; German E—Boats at lOp each and the Black Swan at 20p, an escort vessel to complement Avenger. Access
ories in the form of 15-inch twin turret guns at 7p; British 9-inch triple turret 5p and a 5.25 inch twin
turret at 5p also now available for the 1:200 scale Warship series. They also sent along one of the Jack
boot German Series showing a German infantryman in a surrendering posture. These figures retail unpainted at '
90p each and there is a pretty good range of them.

The other day I had a visit from Ron Miles, the; cheery Works Manager of Miniature Figurines. Unfortun
ately I was out at the time but on my return I found a box packed high with samples of their latest figures -
and Ron was justifiably proud enough to come rushing up with them to me! I think these are about as good as
anything that Miniature Figurines have turned out (and I say that rather timidly because I understand thatnotall
of them have been designed by Dick Higgs!). There wts a new range of Teutonic Knights and Russians, based on
that immortal Russian film "Alexander Nevsky". AX 1-13 are the Teutonic Infantry figures and include swords
men, spearmen, archers and crossbowmen, knights with maces and hatchets and even a wonderful priest and a
toight Reeling in some form of prayer. It might be slight heresy to say, but I could visualise these figuresbeing beautifully painted up as Crusaders for anyone who wanted to recreate (as I have always dreamed) the
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,  CUT-OUT SHEETS %
FOR USE WITH

54mm SCALE MODEL BUILDINGS

BOOK ONE by Steve
Arm

Curtis ̂

i^SKIRMISH=
IWARGAMES
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The days of glorious

Empire and Coionial

expansionl See ^
young Winston iead- ^
ing the charge of the

21st Lancers at

Omdurman, his ten- '
''N

shot Mauser blazing. ^
Hear the nerve-tingi- >

ing yells of swift <{4, ll'4

Do you remember way back when -

those two Cut-Out sheets in the old

Gunfight Rules? Your letters to us

indicated that you wanted more of

the same, so here they are. This

smal l book (8"x5" format) is packed
with sketches to fit the flavour of

the period, hints on how to paint and

mount your signs and of course, the

Cut-Out sheets themseives for use

with 54mm model buildings. There

are six new sheets of posters, reward

flyers and ads and six new sheets of

signboards, plus one each high l ight

ly ing the best of the oid sets in case
you missed them first time around.

The whoie book wii i be a source of

dei iqht to western modei-makers
(  . /
Y and wargamers ai ike. Bring your "

^ , town to I ife with these old ttoj£ ̂
"  Posters and Signs! ,

Ji/t ■ I ir (I « L , V

I COLONIAL
SKIRMISH WARGAME

RULES 1850 - 1900

I by Mike Blake, Steve Curtis,
Ian Coiwil l and Ted Herbert.,

riding Tuaregs as they circle the last three Legionnaires at the waterhole. Feel the ^ \ ' |l
tense anticipation of your men as they prepare to meet the coming Zuiu attack at \ ||'
Rorke's drift. With these Coionial Rules, we even fought THE DAY DOC NEARLY DIEDfV||.
Used with 30mm or 25mm figures, these rules bring you hot, personaiised, squad-level

action. Each man is a character in his own right. Percentages are used for ai i the

calcuiations and the necessary 20-sided Percentage Dice'are available from us. Takean^W

exciting trip back Into the last century - come back now to the glory that was Empire!

1

Aii the above are availabie now from: Steve Curtis

i

SKIRMISH WARGAMES ~r
"THE LAZY B". 13 ST. DECUMAN'S ROAD. WATCHET, SOMERSET. TA23 OHR.

OLD WESr POSTERS & SiGNS, price 50p ($13 including airmaii to USA) how can you iose?!
OOLONIAL SKIRMISH RULES, price £1. ($15 including airmaii to USA) same good vaiue.
20-sided PEROENTAGE DiOE (for use with Coloniai Ruies), price 30p per pair „ '

($(2 inc. airmail to USA) ^ > 11



Battle of Arsouf. Then there comes AXC 1-7 - The Mounted Tauthhtc Enights - with suitably adorned helmets and
carrying fine long lances,-swords and maces. AX 14-4,0 are the Russian Infantry and include men with bows,
crossbows, lances, spears, swords, axes, etc. AXC" are the Russian Cavalry - really beautifully made and
with the true spirit of those menacing squadrons that thundered across the screen in the film "Alexander
Nevsky". I imagine, when painted up, they will look absolutely superb!

As if that was not enough. Miniature Figurines have also turned out an extensive range of Renaissance
figures, no doubt suitably inspired by the stimulating articles by George Gush on this period that are current
ly running in Airfix Magazine. This is a highly colourful range, running from artillery and landschknechts;
a fine group of Polish infantry and cavalry including perhaps the most magnificent figure of all - RFC 3 a
Polish winged lancer; then there is the English contingent consisting of a musketeer and an archer wearing a
Tudor cap plus two armoured cavalry; a fine French moxinted figure carrying a musket (that is the only French
figure I have but I imagine there must be others) then RS is the Swiss range which I have not seen but, know
ing the colourful uniforms of the famed Swiss mercenary pikemen, I can well imagine how they will paint up
and finally a very pleasant collection of Turks - I have seen four infantryman with swords, spears, muskets
and bows plus a collection of cavalry. I should imagine that Dave Millward and his fellows of the Pike and
Shot Society will be drooling with delight at this lot. Finally, and these figures are so good as to be
extremely noteworthy even if not preceded by the two ranges mentioned above - there are four beautiful
English Civil War infantry, one in particular loading a musket is a little work of art.

Miniature Figurines are to be congratulated on their industry and, in this connection, I must print a
paragraph from a recent letter sent me by Neville Dickinson in which he says, referring to my remark in the
March issue of the Newsletter that they turn figures out about as quickly as anyone else - "I would hiimbly
suggest with producing over 50 new masters in February alone and a likelihood of an access of 100 during
March, that our increase is as much as all the other manufacturers put together, and not as commented. Over
the last few years we have produced at least 50 new figures each month and have done this regularly."

Every time I go in the Tradition Shop at 188 Piccadilly (and I go in there a lot lately now that they
put out the Newsletter) I am assailed by Alan Caton and his colleagues who regale me with news of the latest
additions to the Tradition 25mm wargames range. This month there are British and French (with bearskins)
Line Sappers; American Civil War Zouave flag bearer and. drummer; Garibaldi Guard Officer and soldiers kneel
ing firing and advancing and a nice new Confederate infantryman kneeling firing. Then there are American
Civil War dismounted cavalry also kneeling firing position and a Union infantryman in the same position.
Shortly to be released are a mounted Highland Infantry Officer of the Napoleonic period. These figures are
of such high standard that many collectors are now purchasing them and using them in dioramas - when next you
are in the shop have a
World War II trench

see what can be done.

In this issue of

fine article by Mike
WARGAMES, Bristol) des-
range of 45"™ Individ-
put out by that Ameri-
soldier making, Jack
1658, Cambrai, Calif,
on the wonderful

C.S.Forrester's book

Jack has made figures
Dodd's 95th Rifle
Duo's patrol of French

"BUGLE and GUIDON 54niiii Eigirres. mentioned on previous page"

look at the little

system diorama and

the Newsletter is a

Blake (df SKIRMISH
cribing the new

ual wargames-figures
can veteran of model

Scruby of P.O.Box
93428, U.S.A. Based
action described in

"Death to the French"

to represent Cpl.
Patrol and Sgt. La
Legere soldiers.

The range consists of La Duo himself in a bearskin hat and three carabinier infantrymen in various
action poses, then there are five voltigeur infantrymen also in action poses, and two French Dragoons on
foot, one firing and one at the ready. The 95th Rifle Patpol consists of Cpl. Dodd leading and a range of
five riflemen in charging positions plus two Spanish guerillas, one final one on guard. Each casting costs
95 cents each with postage added but it is best to write to Jack for a quotation before sending your money
as postage, fluctuating value of exchange, etc., makes life a bit difficult. I have these figures in front
of me as I write and I can well imagine that they will look great when painted up so, as soon as I can cajole,
threaten or otherwise persuade my painter, I hope to see them in suitable action in a fine individual wargame
skirmish. If what I have written together with Mike Blake's article does not stimulate you, then you m\ist be
a cold blooded lot! Incidentally, I probably do not have to tell you that Jack has a vast range of 20-25mm
and 1-inch to 30mm scale figures in every conceivable period of military history. Jack is one of the masters
in fact possibly the man who has done more to get wargaming on the road, than anyone else in the world and
deserves support on both sides of the Atlantic. I notice that his N-gauge (9mm range) has been enlarged to
include the Thirty Years War, with some fine pikemen, musketeers and cavalry now available. Book 7, volvune
I of the War Games Digest (^2.00 post paid) contains a full set of rules for playing Thirty Years wargames
whilst there is another book "Cavaliers and Roundheads" by Perren and Gygax which contains rules of English
Civil War games with organisation and uniform guides for ^3,00 from Jack Soruby. I must also add that you
can get quite a reasonable set of rules to fight English Civil War games from Wargamer's Newsletter (or buy
them from Tradition Shop) at about 20p per set

Model Figures and Hobbies of Lower Balloo Road, Grosmsport, Co, Down BT19 2LU, have several new addi
tions to their White Ensign Series and Ensign Isl200 scale ships plus the first of the Red Ensign Series, I
have seen a- sample of the latter, a British World War II merchantman with a deck mounted 4-inch gun and iu
looks very nice. This fills in that gaping void in Naval wargaming caused by Naval wargamers having vast
hosts of naval escorts and warships but few merchantmen to escort! I have also seen No. M20 in the White
Ensign Series which is the German C-in-C's yacht Nixie, which can also be used as a light tender; then there
is an early German SIC "E" Boat (Schnellboote) which is an earlier type of E-Boat than the M18 - both of
these cost lOp. I have also had samples of some of the spares for the Ensign 1:1200 scale ships - the German
Dernier 18 Flying Boat and the Heinkel 177 long range bomber; then there is the MS13 the Ardoc plane; the
British 5.25 circular twin gun turret and a British 2-pdr pom-pom, widely used on cruisers, battleships, etc.
Reverting to the merchantmen mentioned above, the first of the Red Ensign Series, this is REl SS Armors, a
three island type tramp steamer with a deck moimted 4-inch gun which costs 30p.
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FBENCg NAPOLEONIC

LINE IHEANTRY by Emir
Bukhari (8§" x 6"j I04
pages, 25 large plates
and other line drawings.
Almark - paper cover

£1.75Pi hard cover £2.50p)

The Infantry at War -
tells of the daily routine of infantry of the Napoleonic period - remember, you cannot formulate realistic
rules if you do not know what it was really like! 3. Line Infantry Regiments - in note form this lists
every Line Infantry regiment of the French Army, discussing their evolution and history from the Revolution
up to Waterloo - this must have taken quite a lot of research. 4. Dress and Equipment - speaks for itself
in every sense of the word, discusses various companies such as Fusilier, Elite, Grenadiers, etc. 5» The
Heads of Column, concerning the sappers, the standard-bearers and high-ranking officers and considerable de
tail of their dress. Finally The Musicians. All well illustrated by plates such as that shown at the top
of this page, with eight pages in colour.

THE AMERICAN WEST by Robin May and G.A.Embleton. (8'i" x 6-^", 143 pages, 8 colour plates and innumerable
photographs and illustrations. Hard cover - £5.25p; soft cover - £2.00p. Almark.)

If you are a devotee of the Old West (and if you have ever rubbed up against the Skirmish Wargame lads
of Bristol then you must be!) then this is a very nicely put together little book from Almark Publications
"Focus on History" series. The book is divided into The Mountain Men; Wagons Westwards; Gold Rush; Cowboys;
Law and Disorder; Transportation West; Frontier Army; The Indians' Last Stands; The End of the Frontier with
appendices on Books for Further Reading and Some Contemporary Events. The pictures are excellently chosen
and are most interesting. In fact, even if you are not a cowboy lover then you will find this a good read -
and you may well finish up fighting Western Gunfight wargames!

From Model and Allied Publications Limited I have received the following BELLONA booklets in their
"BATTLES FOR WARGAMERS" series by Terence Wise.

THE 2nd PUNIC WAR (75p) contains a painting guide of the Roman and Carthaginian armies. Then details of
the Battles of Hetaurus; Lake Trasimene; Cannae; Baecula; Ilipa and Zama, with a map for each and a photo
graph of a wargame proporting to represent the battle under description (but fought on a featureless terrain
except for back scenery). There is a Roman Organisation Guide and details of their equipment and notes on
converting Airfix figures for this period.

THE ROMAN CIVIL WARS B.C. (90p). With a map and photograph of a wargame accompanying each battle,
the book deals with the First Spanish Campaign; the First African
Campaign; Dyrrachium; Pharsalus; the Second African Campaign: Ruspina;
the Second Spanish Campaign: Munda. An Organisation Guide and notes
on Dress and Equipment.

WM

THE PENINSULAR WAR 1613 (90p). Dealing with the later stages of
the War, this book begins with Organisation Guides for French and
Allied forces and then, accompanied by a wargame photograph and a map,
discusses the Battles of Castalla; Maya; Roncesvalles; Seuroren; the
French and Allied crossing of the Bidsssoa plus a painting guide.

WORLD WAR II: TUNISIA (90p). Tables on Allied and German
vehicles; aircraft and artillery, this book, again with photograph and
map for each battle gives a summary of the campaign and then describes
the Defence of Thala; Sidi Nsir and Kzar Mezouar; Fondoiik; El Kourzia;
Longstop Hill; Cap Bon plus an organisation guide for Britidh ami
German forces. I was delighted to see my Regiment, the 31st R.T.R.
from 25th Tank Brigade shown at the Battle of Fondouk where, support
ing battalions of the Hampshire Regiment, we lost 11 Churchills and had
20 men killed and wounded.

Terry Wise points out in his Introduction for each of these books
that "The aim of this series is neither to compete with more scademio



BRIDLE MODELS Tel: 01-777 4908

2 Bridle Parade, Bridle Road, Shirley, Croydon CRO 8HA

NEW GLASS DISPLAY CASES with wood bases, thin black edging
to glass corners, a high quality product.
Type, int. dimen. (approx.) and Price (including VAT):
54D 81" X 4i" X 5i" £5.35 54m 5^' x 2|" x 5" £2.95
172s 9" X 51" x 4" £6.20 54s 2i" x 2i" x 4" £1.65
172t 111" X 7|" x 5i" £7.00 75 3" x 3" x 5|" £2.60
Larger cases can be made to order. Postage and jacking 25p per
case; two or more 35p.

HISTOREX. We stock all of the range and can supply any horse
position from stock with a mounted kit. We have one of the largest
stocks of Historex spares in the Home Counties, S.A.E. for spares
list. Mounted kits £1.65. Foot kits 80p. Historex catalogue SOp
(post free). JUST IN: Horse Halves Nos. 13 and 14; Heads Nos. 7
and 8.

LASSET. All the new figures and a complete stock of ail 54mm foot
and mounted'. S.A.E. for list. Mounted £4.75. Foot £1.20.

SANDERSON. All stocked including SN102, Girl In hip bath. SAN28.
Cavalier sitting position, SAN2. Norman foot soldier standing with
shield and sword. All at 95p each. S.A.E. for list.

MINOT 30mm and GARRISON 25mm. All are stocked and all new
figures as released. S.A.E. for list.

NEW GREENWOOD & BALL CATALOGUE for Lasset, Sanderson and
Garrison, 40p, post 5p.

HINCHLIFFE. The comolete stock carried including the new 75mm
figures by Ray Lamb. See HInchliffe advertisement in this Issue for
the new releases or send for the New Catalogue SOp (post 5p):
white list 6p (post 3p).

SERIES 77. New 54mm kits. Stage One. British Life Guards 1660-
1973; 1/1 Gentleman, Horse Guards 1660; 1/2 Trooper Horse Guards
16M; 1/3 Officer Life Guards 1815; 1/4 Trooper Life Guards 1833;
1/5 Trooper Life Guards 1939-45; 1/6 Trooper Life Guards 1973.
AM kits £1.45 each. Miniature Bust Kits. B1/1 Napoleon 1815; B1/2
Saxon Guard Officer 19CX), both at £1.70 each. Trophy of Arms Kits.
Landsknecht 16th century: T1/1 Armour £2.45; T1/2 Pole-arms £1.95;
T1/3 Musket £1.55; T1/4 Crossbow £1.15; T1/5 Swords 75p. Send
S.A.E. for list of all Series 77. We stock all the figures by Pat Bird.

Other figures and kits by: Rose, Men 0' War, Phoenix (catalogue
12p), S.E.G.O.M. (free list, post 3p), Monogram, Airfix, Revell,
Tamiya kits.

PAINTS. New Horse Colours from Campaign at 45p a set (post 12p).
Campaign, Humbrol, Rose and Historex paints, and many things
for the military modeller.

TROPHY. All 54mm in kits. Foot: Welsh Bowman at Crecy £1,
French Musketeer 1665 90p, Landsknecht £1, Samurai £2.20.
Mounted: 13c Knight £2.25, Byzantine Cavalryman £2.25, Marshal
Ney £2.25, Murat and ADC £4, Samurai £3.65, Sythian Cavalryman
£2.50.

STADOEN 54mm foot catalogue 20p (post 4p). Mounted Kits £1.90,
Stadden 99 £2.80. S.A.E. for list. 30mm list 15p (post 4p).

JACKBOOT full range of W.W.II carried, list S.A.E.
BOOKS. NEW from Sphere: 1815 The Armies at Waterloo* by Ugo
Pericoli, good value at £2.95, post 15p. A wide range of books in
stock by Osprey, Almark, Blandford, Arms & Armour, Funcken in
cluding the English version of 'Uniforms of the Napoleonic Wars'
Vols. 1 & 2 £2.75 each (post 25p for one or two books).

ANIMATING and PAINTING. We stock some painted figures but
most of our work is by clients' commission -..^1 work to exhibition
standard, even 25mm, DIORAMAS by arrangemettfjrtp client require
ments. Our charges for a 'Wargame' standard of pairiting (25mm
only) are half our normal rate. S.A.E. for list indicating your pre
ference.

MAIL ORDERS. P.&P. U.K. only,
up to £3 12p, over £3 FREE
Overseas mail (Surface) add

20%.

Shop hours 9.15 to 6 (X). Sun
days 10.00 to 1.00.

Isol
TOWeST

Wickham Rd '"»t w.ckham

Easy Parking.

Why not visit us? The map
should help you find us.

NEW CHUIBAir WAR FIGURES IE 15mm FROM PETER LAING

ITEMS AT 4P
F601 British infantry, private advancing

Albert shake

Fd03 British infantry officer, Albert shako
F6O5 British infantry, private advancing

pork pie hat

F6O7 British guards drummer
F6O9 British guards standard hearer
F8II HiflSbJand regt drummer
F813 Hig^and regt standard bearer
F8I5 French infantry drummer
F8I7 French infantry standard bearer
F819 Turkish infantry advancing
F82I Russian infantry advancing, helmet
f823 Russian infantry officer, helmet

ITEMS AT 8p EACH
UBOl British hussar charging
II8O3 British li|^t dragoon charging
M8O5 Soots Groy charging
MB07 Russian hussar charging
11808 Russian lanosr charging

F802 British infantry drummer
Albert shako

P8O4 British infantry standard
bearer, Albert shako

F8O6 British guardsman advancing
F808 British guards officer
F8IO Hi^iland regt private advancing
F812 Highland regt officer
P8I4 French infantry private advancing
F8I6 French infantry officer
F8I8 Fronoh Zouavo advancing
F82O Turkish officer

F822 Russian infantry drummer, helmet
F824 Russian infantry advancing, cap

1^02 British lancer charging
M8O4 British heavy dragoon charging
M806 Fronoh chasseur d'Afrique

charging

11809 Cossack on pony charging
BRITISH ASl) RUSSIAH CAIBQE ABB GUT CRXfS ALSO AVAILABLE. SERB FOR BETAIL3.

PTTER LAUG, 11 B0UTB3 QAE lAI, SOUTHBOROUGH, TUTBRIBGE TELLS, ESHT, TT4 OUB. Tol 0892-29911.I  Send a long S.A.E. for details (and sample figure) of other 15 mm ranges. Marlburian, Feudal, A.W.I., Colonial and Ancients.
From: PETER LAING, 11 BOUNDS OAK WAY, SOUTHBOROUGH, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT TN4 OUB
Post and Package extra. Orders up to £1—12p; £2—14p; £3—16p; £4—18p, over £5 free. (Tel. 0892-29911)



studies of military history nor with books which deal with how to play wargames, but simply to supply war-
gamers with concise, basic facts about sets of battles within one theatre or campaign, thus providing him -
or her - with the raw material from which to reconstruct battles from history."

THE NEW LTTFTVAFFE IN ACTION edited and Illustrated by Lou Srendel, written by Peter Doll and Hermann
Dorner.

This Is a Squadron/Slgnal Publication, produced In America but believed to be available from Almark In
this country. This Issue Is packed with photographs of the present-day German Air Force together with 1974
organisational details. If you are the real modernist wargamer then this book is for you.

Bill Thurbon, that Incredible bibliophile, has read two good books on the U.S. Indian Wars. WAR CRIES
ON HORSEBACK by S.Longstreet, which covers all the main campaigns; Petterman and Ouster; Apache Campaigns,
Wounded Knee and the murder of Sitting Bull.

THE FETTERMAN MASSACRE by Dee Brown. This Is an aoco\int of the whole campaign against Red Cloud, from
the foundings of Port Phil Kearny to its final abandonment. The one campaign the Indians won. Incidentally
Kenneth Ullyatt, who wrote a good novel on the Port Phil Kearny affair and the Petterman Massacre (NORTH
WITH THE Sioux), has written another about Ouster's dlaster OUSTER'S GOLD. In both he uses "Portugese
Phillip" (the man who rode from Phil Kearny to Reno for help after the Petterman massacre) as a character.
Incidentally, anyone who thinks of wargaming U.S.-Indian Warfare will find very useful the Dover soft-cover
edition containing 173 (black-and-white) drawings by Frederick Remington, the famous artist of the American
West. If you want to make Indians or U.S. soldiers, here Is the book for you.

Philip Warner's MEDIAEVAL CASTLES is a useful introduction for our medlaevallsts.

Lastly, if you want an interesting account of a lesser known incident of the War I have just come across
THE JOHNNIES. It is an account of the small force of English and Anglo-Biirma Forestry Officers, who were en
gaged as intelligence officers behind the Japanese lines in Burma in 1942 to 1945. This is by Lt.-General
Sir Geoffrey Evans and was published in I964; I have just foimd It on our local library shelves. A real-life
adventure story. ■

LOOKING AROUND - CONTINUED FROM PAGE

EL CONQUISTADOR - March 1974. (Viklng Systems, Suite 825, 24 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
60602, U.S.A. - ̂ 4.00 per annum U.S.A.). Although much of this magazine is Greek to me because I have no
knowledge or interest in the game of Diplomacy, the main subject of the magazine, there are good articles
on miniature wargaming dotted here and there so in this issue they Include The Failure of the Carolinglan
State; Morale for World War II Miniatures - Armour Supporting Infantry; Battle of Britain Boardgame review;
Naval Wargames Rules plus book reviews and other features.

SOLDIER - April 1974. Pull of well illustrated articles on the modern British Army. Articles of parti
cular Interest to the wargamer are reviews of military models, book and record reviews.

A. A. JOHNSTON
MILITARY BOOKS AND PRINTS

All manner of Military Books stocked, new and secondhand including a large range of Imported titles, es
pecially catering for the wargaming enthusiast. This last year saw many difficulties over prices, with Im
ported consignments varying In price with each shipment. This year In an endeavour to save correspondence we
will supply Inprlnt titles POST FREE PGR CASH WITH ORDER (please mention "Wargamer's Newsletter^). Specific
titles obtained to order If not In stock. Below are a few from our extensive ranges Post free for Cash with
Orders-

MODEL SOLDIERS - A Basic Guide to Painting, Animating and Converting by Peter Blum. Paper Covers 75p;
hardbound £1.50p. EUROPEAN MILITART UNIFORMS by P.Martin, lli" x 9". Hardbound £1.75p. A Colouring Book
of SOLDIERS from the AMERICAN REVOLUTION by C.A.Rlsley and W.P.Imrle. S^" x 11". Softbound £1.45p.
BOOK OP AMERICAN INDIANS by R.B.Raphael. Hardbound £1.80p. BEST PHOTOS Of The CIVTL WAR by H.D.Mllhollen
and J.R.Johnson. Hardbound £1.80p. CIVIL WAR IN ENGLAND by J.Lindsay. Hardbound £2.00p. How to Play WAR
GAMES IN MINIATURE by J.Morschauser. Hardbound £2.25p. THE ART OP WINNING WARS by J.Mrazek. Hardbound
£2.50p. JAPANESE ARMY UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 1959-45 by R.Dllley. Softbound 85p. WEHRMACHT DIVISIONAL SIGNS
1958-45 by T.Hartmann. Softbound £1.00p. GERMAN ARTILLERY 1914-1918 by D.Naah. Hardbound £1.25p. Soft-
bound 85p. INDIAN CAVALRY REGIMENTS 1880-1914 by A.H.Bowling. Hardbound £1.75p. UNIFORMS of the NAPOLEONIC
WARS In Colour I796-I8I4 by P.J.Haythornthwalte, Illustrated by J.Cassln Scott. Hardbound £1.65p. BATTLE
NOTES FOR WARGAMERS By D.P.Peatherstone. Hardbound £2.95p« FRENCH NAPOLEONIC ARTILLERY by H.Head. Hard
bound £1.25p. little wars by H.G.Wells. Hardbound £1.70p. Softbound 75p. TANKS and Other ARMOURED FIGHTi
ING VEHICLES 1900 to I9I8 In Coloxir by B.T.White. Hardbound £1.25p. GERMAN HALF-TRACK VEHICLES 1959-45 by
J.Williamson. Softbound 50p. GERMAN MOUNTAIN TROOPS 1959-45 by P.Chamberlain and C.Ellis. Softbound 50p.
SCOTTISH REGIMENTS AND UNIFORMS I66O-I914 by A.H.Bowling. Hardbound £1.50p. AMERICAN CIVIL WAR CAVALRY by
M Blake. Hardbound £1.75p. ARMY UNIFORMS OF WORLD WAR II by A.Mollo. Hardbound £1.50p. Dept of the Army
(U.S.) RECOGNITION GUIDE of AMMUNITION AVAILABLE TO, OR IN USE BY, THE VIET CONG. Softbound ei.40p. TEE
SCOTTISH HIGHLANDERS AND THEIR REGIMENTS BY M.Brander. Hardbound £2.50p. TtUfi GERMAN OFFICER CORPS In
Society and State I65O-I945 by K.Demeter. Hardbound £2.50p. THE BATTLE OF ARNHEM by C.Hlbbert. Hardbound
£1.25p. LUDENDORFF Soldier, Dictator, Revolutionary by D.J.Goodspeed. Hardbound £2.75p.

- plus every other title published of possible Interest to Military Modellers and Wargamers togbther
with the usual titles by Donald Featherstone; We are Official Distributors for Imrle/Rlsley; DO Enterprises
(Mllltarla Magazine); Military Arms Research Service; Military Collectors' Service; Hourtoulle Plates; Le
Pluaet Plates; and Knotel Unlformenkunde Plates.

DEALERS' ENQUIRIES WELCOME

PITNEY, LANGPORT, SOMERSET, ENGLAND



LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - March 1974• Contains well illustrated articles on Engineering and Ordnance Units of
the 8th Army by John Sandars; George Gush on Renaissance Warfare - The Turks; Roy Dilley on Model Soldiers -
A German Mounted Trooper with a Mule; Organisation and Equipment of the Irish Army; Military Modelling Pzkw
III Recovery Vehicles plus book, kit and figure reviews, correspondence, etc,

BATTLEFLEET - The Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society (W.E.Mackenzie, 16 Hugo Road, London N19 5EU.
Subscription - £l,10p or Jf5«00 per annum). Articles on late 19th century Naval Operations in South America;
The Naval Battle of Svold Island AD 1000 plus book and model reviews, etc.

lULLETIN of the British Model Soldier Society (J.Ruddle, 22 Priory Gardens, Hampton, Middlesex. £3.00p
per annum). ^Packed with information about the Society's activities and reviews of figures, books, prints,
plates, etc. Also articles on The York Ranges 1793-1796; Bands of the Five Regiments of Guards; simple con
versions; The Bandellierreuter 30 Years War; Hadrian's Wall; A World War I Reminiscence plus eleven pages of
photographs.

THE COURIER - Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Association (45 Willow Street, Brockton, Mass. 02401,
U.S.aI ^{4.00 U.S.A., 5^5.00 foreign per annum). Contains articles on Wargames Rules 1750-1820 with section on
Seven Years and Napoleonic Wars; Foreign Intervention in the Spanish Civil War; a World War II battle problem;
Ancient Wargame Report; Fred Vietmeyer and the Mid-Western Napoleonic Wargamers Confederation Re-fight the
Siege of Danzig 1807; the annual Battle Report; The Windage Myth plus reviews on other features.

MINIATURE WARFARE AND MODEL SOLDIERS (Stanhope House, Fairbridge Road, London NI9 3H7. 22^p or 85 cents
per copy). Articles on Napoleonic Wargames Rules; Report on a Wargames Campaign in Germany 1808; Antii
Guerilla Tactics in Asia from 1946; The Rise of the Zulu Empire; The Russo-Japanese War 1904-5; Re-fought
Battle of Castiglione 1796; Solo Wargaming; 18th Century Boardgame; plus book and figure reviews.

TANKETTE (Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicles Association, G.E.G.Williams, 15 Berwick Avenue, Heaton,
Mersey, Stockport SK4 3AA, Cheshire. £1.50p or j(5.00 per annum). This is the December 1973 and January
1974 issue and in addition to all the usual features on new vehicles, kits, books, etc., contains articles
on the German Panzer Division 1944; The French Tank Museum at Saumur (l visited this last year and its great);
plans and description of MI3 fire support vehicle. Command Car on white truck chassis; Soviet 203mm howitzer
1935; article, photographs and plan of the Conway FV4OO4 tank destroyer 1951, plus other features.

THE VEDETTE - The Journal of the National Capitol Military Collectors. (P.O.Box 30OO3, Bethesda, Mary
land 20014, U.S.A. ^5.00 per annum). This is the Winter 1973 edition and contains some fine photographs of
figures made by the French maker Mile. Desfontaines; illustrated articles on the Spanish Infantry 1898; West
Coast Wargames News; The Canadian Mounted Police; Miniature Figure Bibliography; A Wargame Corner; plus re
views of figures, books, magazines, etc.

WORLD WAR ENTHUSIAST. (Graphics House Ltd., 218 Beech Street, Bennington, Vermont 05201, U.S.A. Bi-
monthly 05.00 per anniun). A new magazine dealing with all aspects of World War II. In addition to extensive
reviews of books and other material, this one contains articles on the Russian Soldier; The Tiger Tank; The
Messerschmitt Classic; Naval Beach Parties; BFIO9 Specifications; Notes for the Modeller; Lou Zocchi "For The
Wargamer" plus photographs. A very interesting and full first issue.

AFTER THE BATTLE - No.3. This "nostalgic" publication is beautifully put together and illustrated and
really worthy of attention. This one has extensive illustrated articles on the Ruhr Dams Raids; Evacuation
from Dunkirk; Lt. Audie Murphy; Bomb and Mine Dispesai^ Capture of the U-Boat U505 plus Mementos of the
Mighty.^' 50p quarterly from Battle of Britain Prints International Ltd, 3 New Plaistow Road, Stratford,
London E.15. The idea behind these books is to ".... compare by means of pictures, many of the well known
events of World War II." If you take one of the books to the actual site under review, as I did to Normandy,
then it becomes invaluable.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 31

ODD ITEMS

On Saturday/Sunday May 18th/l9th 1974 at the Rocheway Youth Centre, Rooheway, Rochford, Essex, will be
held the annual PRESENT ARMS, with wargames, trade stands, model competitions and the M.A.F.V.A. National
Championships. Enthusiasts admitted free on Saturday; Public on Sunday lOp. (5p children).

—ooOoo

The Loughborough Student Charities Appeal, in their KARNIVAL '74, featured the Loughborough University
Chess and Wargames Society attempt to set a record for the longest wargame by fighting a World War II game
from 1 p.m. Saturday 23rd February until 5 p.m. Saturday 2nd March. It is not known whether they succeeded! ,

/

ooOoo—-

York has been chosen as the setting for a weekend of Military History from 31st May-2nd June 1974. It
bepns on Friday evening 31st May with a talk and discussion on the Military History of York, by Peter Wenham
M.A., Head of the Department of History at St. John's College in the city, and author of several books on the

r  escort the group on Saturday 1st June to the battlefield sites of Stamford Bridge (1066 - at which Harold defeated his brother Tostig and King Harold Hardrada of Norway) and
Marston Moor (I644). Also included are visits to the Green Howards' Regimental Museum at Richmond, the
regimental collections at Imphal Barracks in York (West Yorkshire Regiment) and the Castle Museum. Finally
a visit will be made to the Arms and Militaria Fair taking place in York that weekend. Special prices have
been prepared and a detailed programme and booking form is available from the Department of Tourism. De Grey
House, Exhibition Square, York YOl 2HB. u j. m, x.b urey



NEW HEROIC1/300 SCALE NAPOLEONICS

MFN1 - French Line Infantry
MFN2 - French Guard Lancers
MFN3 - French Artillery
MFN4 - French Voltlgeurs
MBN1 - British Line Infantry
MBN2- British Dragoons
MBN3 - British Artillery
MBN4 - British Riflemen

50p per packet

Also in stock, the latest Heroics 1/300 A.C.W. figures

50p per packet

NEW 1/1200 SCALE SHIPS FROM FLEETLINE

Gold Ranger fleet supply tanker
Russian Nuclear submarine
Russian diesel electric missile submarine
Russian Hunter - killer submarine

NEW MICRO TANKS

(Over 120 different types in stock)
Sourer German heavy truck
Pzkpfw IV F1
Chev 30 cwt. truck
M36 motor gun carriage
A13 cruiser tank

RULES - Now available again

WESTERN GUNFIGHT
L.W.S. Napoleonic

For complete details of all our products send 5p in stamps

our new catalogue has just arrived

WARGAMES RULES

LAND BATTLES

1000BC to AD1000 (W.R.G.)
Wars of the Roses - Medieval (Decalset)
Early Medieval (Birmingham)
19th Century Rules (S.L.W.)
1750-1850 Warfare (W.R.G.)
American Civil War (L.W.S.)
World War II - Paart I Armour (Bristol)
Modern and World War II (L.W.S.)
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950
Micro-Warfare Ground Forces W.W.II (Skytrex)
Microtank Warfare - W.W.II (Leicester) ...

NAVAL BATTLES

Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.)
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar)
American Civil War Ironclads (Navwar) ...
World War I Navaal (Skytrex)
World War II Naval (Leicester)

U.S. Customers please note our New U.S. Agents are;
MINIATURE FIGURINES - U.S.A., Inc.

4311 Lemon Avenue, Dallas, Texas 75080, U.S.A.

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOME

Postage and Package: 10% up to £3, min, 5p. Over £3 free.
Overseas Rates: 30% Surface Mail, 60% Air Mail.

seyTRsx
Dept. MM12, 28 CHURCH ST., WYMESWOLD

LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE

WALL MODELS Ltd
Directors:

Eric W. Knowles

Ivy B. Knowles

373 High St. North, Manor Park, London El2 6PG Tel. 01-472 2508

Open to 6 p.m. each evening
Closed all day Thursday WE SPECIALISE FOR THE WARGAMER

AND MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTOR

COLLECTOR RANGES

75 mm. Hinchliffe

WARGAMING RANGES

25 mm. Miniature Figurines, Hinchliffe,
Garrison

54 mm. Hinchliffe, Lasset, Phoenix, Rose,
Sanderson

15 mm. Miniature Figurines
5 mm. Heroics, MicroTanks

MILITARY KITS IN 1/35th, 1/48th, 1/72nd & 1/76th scale & 1/700th scale warship.s by
Bandai, Eidai, Fujimi, Hasegawa, Italaerei &Tamiya.

FLEETLINE 1/1200th scale waterline ships.

Mall Order Terms: Under £5 add 15p post Si packing. Over £5 post free.

Overseas Rate: 30% Surface Mail, 60% Air Mail.



M Where all the leading makes of model
soldiers. Flats, plastic and metal kits,
connoisseur and wargame figures are fully
stocked: together with all painting and
conversion accessories essential to the

Military Modeller.

We also stock, early British and Con
tinental antique toy soldiers, books,
uniform plates, old prints, bronzes and

porcelain of military interest.

'Under Two Flags'
4 St. Christopher's Place, Wigmore Street, London W.l.
Telephone: 01-935 6934

LATEST PUBLICATIONS AND MODELS FROM:

Arms & Armour, Almark, Osprey, Blandford, Pan, Sphere, Muller,
Historical Research Unit.

Rose, Series 77. Men 0 War. Hinchiiffe, Trophy. Stadden, Hinton Hunt,
Historex Ensign. Sanderson. Jac. Imrie/Risley, Old Guard, Holger

Eriksson

'Zinnfiquren" by Professor G. W. Rossner, Tobinnus, Lecke. Menz.
Hafer. Scholtz .

Superb new 21-paoe illustrated Greenwood & Ball catalogue listing all
their fine qualit castings, including 3 new French Artillerynen, Demi-

Brigade Officer, Early Roman in Graeco Helmet and artiour.
Phoenix 18th century people for Salon room setting. _

Minot 54 mm. Gaul chieftain in winged Valhalla helmet. Chtndit in
tropical kit. To enhance and protect your rrtodels. we have pel s ed felt-
lined wooden display bases, together with glass and perspex show cases.

I  } I Op«n Mon.-Sat. 10-6 p m

WIGMORE STREET ~

OXFORD STREET

Regret no lists
available but mail

orders supplied on
any specified items.

Campaign Colours^
Campaign Colours are a range of OIL-BOUND POSTER
PAINTS especially developed for all types of Modelling work.

Regretfully we have to announce that from April 1st 1974
we will have to increase the price of Campaign Colours,
This is due to the ever-rising costs of materials etc. In the

past few months we have absorbed this increase ourselves,
economically this is no longer possible. Although you will
have to pay more for your Campaign Colours they still
remain the best value for money on the modelling market.

COLOURS AVAILABLE: White. British Scarlet, Orange, Yellow.
Yellow Ochre. Chasseur Green, French Blue, Sky Blue, Brown, Black.
Royal Blue, Pnissiata Dragoon Blue, Rifle Green. French Artillery
Green, Military Grey, Crimson, Flesh, Gold Powder, Silver Powder,
Varnish Media, French Red. Chestnut Brown, Buckskin BnS, Khaki,
Polish Crimson. Tank Steel Grey, Grass Green, Sand, German Field
Grey, British Dark Green, U.S. Olive Drab, German Red-Brown.
New Prices:- Standard jars Up, Gold Powder 20p, Varnish Media 9p.
Please note: Horse Colours are in kit form only at 47p per kit. (All
prices including V.A.T.) _
Postage and packing. Orders over £1 POST FREE IN THE U.K.
Under £1 please add 15p.
Europe box of ten. Surface Mail 85p. Air Mail £1.30.
U.S.A. box of ten. Surface Mail 80p. Air Mail £1.55.

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOMED

To customers and dealers in the U.S.A., Campaign Colours
are now available from Coulter-Bennett Ltd., 12158 Hamlin
Street, North Hollywood, California 91606, and Armour
Miniatures, Box 45, Dutch Lane Road, Marlborough, New
Jersey 07746.

Campaign Colours!
25 ̂  31 PrincM AvahiM. HuU HUB 3RX Tak 0482-407447

Wholesale Dept. now open at

SOLDIERS
36 KENNINGTON ROAD, LONDON S.E.I

Retail Dept. maintained with weii over

100 Different lines
LAMBETH NORTH TUBE - NEAR IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM

SOLDIERS - 36 KENNINGTON ROAD - LONDON S.E.1.



BATTLEGAME - LANDSCAPE-

DIORAMA PIECES in 20/25mm SCALE
• I

r  ' Ig

■ B E

I The first in the new

BUILDING SERIES

A1 — Row of three

French Style houses
in low relief - 25p

D1 — 1914-1918 Trench System
D2 — Menin Road

D3 - The Redan

D4 - Twin 88mm Gun Position

D5 — Fighter Dispersal Bay
D6 - 75mm A/T Strong Point
D7 — Ambush

D8 - Fortified Beach Position

D9 - The Ravine

D10 — Roman Marching Fort
Oil — Three Nissen Huts

□ 12 — Ancient Hill Fort

Above items 54p each inc. vat.

Rv8 - Canal Wharf Set - 96p

• British Artillery Position & Mortar Pit f
- German Artillery and Self-propelled

Gun Position
Two Bunkers plus one In ruins
Seven Emplacements
WW1 German Trench System
Circular Emplacements (Lge & SmI)
- Two Cottages in ruins
- British Pillbox and Dug-out
- Encampment of 12 Bivouacs
- Tank Traps (5 double rows of 6)
- German Pillbox and MG Position

1 - Two Revetted Earthworks

Above items priced at

S — War Game Bridge (2 bridges - one
destroyed plus planking)

7 — Nissen Hut in natural setting
— Six Lengths of Walling 4" long
— Three Lengths Stone Walling 9%" long
— River Bridge - three span
— River Bridge 8" long / 2" wide road
— Culvert Bridge & 3 lengths walling
— Rivei Section Straight
— River Section Curved
— Stream Section Straight (2 lengths)
— Stream Section Curved (2 lengths)
— River Bridge m ruins

I each inc. vat.

Set 1 • GERMAN MACHINE GUNS
Set 2 • TEN JERRY CANS
Set 3 • AMERICAN AFV TOOLS
Set 4 • GERMAN PIONEER TOOLS
Set 5 • GERMAN VEHICLE

BREAKDOWN EQUIPMENT
Set 6 • SIXTEEN GERMAN SPARE

TRACK PLATES
Set 12 • BRITISH AFV TOOLS
Set 13 • SANDBAGS

The above sets are all priced at 12p

Set 7 - TOW CHAIN (70 scale feet)
priced at 18p

Set 482 • EIGHT JERRY CANS
(GERMAN) priced at 12p

Set 481 - TOW CHAIN (48 scale
feet) priced at 18p

Set 9 - GERMAN MACHINE GUNS
MG-34 I2p

Set 10 • GERMAN MACHINE
GUNS MG-42 12p

Set 11 - GERMAN 81mm MORTAR
Kit of parts j 7p

Set 8 - TOW CHAIN (35 scale feet)
priced at 18p

•

Vacuum formed conversion sets for
modifying 1/76 scale AIRFIX kits.

CONV.l — Ca.st Hull and Sand
Shields for M3A1 LEE 25p
C0NV.2 — Cast Hull and Sand
Shields for M4A1 SHERMAN 25p

IE in

Available

from leading

Hobby Stockists

R1 T34/76D
R2 T34/76E
R3 T34/85II
R4 SU-85
R5 SU-100
RIO BT-711)
Rll BT-7(2I

A new and expanding range of Micro-Armour designed by James C. Clark
- one of the originators of this small scale for war-gaming. Each model
is precisely scaled and minutely detailed making them equally suitable
for use in micro-dioramas.

COMING SOON .

• THE WORLD'S FINEST MICRO-ARMOUR • EXACT SCALE 1/285 MINIATURES

• Additional models are in course of preparatio

MERCATOR
Micro-Mold have been appointed UK
distributors for the large range of
Mercator Models. The first shipment
of these items will be arriving soon.

1:200 SCALE MERCATOR TANKS

1:1250 SCALE MERCATOR SHIPS

The above models are all finished in
correct colours and have become
some of the most sought-after models
in the world.

Mercator are also introducing the
first of their Maxi-Tanks - a 1/IOth
scale Panther Ausf. G. Cast entirely
in metal and available in easy to
assemble kit form, it has been
designed specially for Radio Control
although it is equally suitable for
static display — always assuming you
can find room for it!

Details and prices obtainable by
sending a S.A.E. to MICRO-MOLD.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

G5 PzKpfw IVD
G8 105mm Fkl8 Gun
GIO 75mm PAK 40 A/T
Gil Hetzer IVHCRO-IViaLD

1-2 UNIFAX WOODS WAY GORING-BY-SEA SUSSEX Tel : WORTHING 46999

HEROICS FIGURES
l/300th scale cast metal figurines. Strict scale, Imm = 1ft

Romans

MARl Roman Legionaries
MAR3 Roman Lt Infantry
MAR4 Asiatic Archers
MARS Roman Cavalry

Napoleonic Wars
MFNl French Infantry
MFN4 French Voltigeurs
MFN5 Old Guard Grenadiers
MFN6 Chasseurs a Cheval
MFN2 Guard Lancers

MFN3 French Ft Artillery
MBNl British Infantry
MBN5 Highlanders
MBN4 British Riflemen
MBN2 British Dragoons
MBN6 Scots Greys
MBN3 British Ft Artillery

American Civil War
MACWl Federal Infantry
MACW2 Confederate Infantry
MACW3 Skirmishers
MACW4 Cavalry
MACW5 Artillery

Second World War Infantry
GRl German Infantry
GR2 German Inf. Hy. Weapons
BRI British Infantry
BR2 British Inf. Hy. Weapons

Second World War Artillery
GAl Pak38, SdKfzlO & crews
GA2 8.8cm, SdKfz7 & crews
GA3 10.5cm fH, SdKfzll & crews
GA4 Pak38, SdKfz251 & crews
BAl 6pdr, Bren carr & crews
BA2 25pdr, Quad & crews

Each Pack contains 50-55 men or 21 cavalry, or 3, 4, or 6 guns.
See your local model shop, or we trade Mail Order. Send sae for lists.

Heroics Figures, 22 Mowbray Court, Mowbray Road, London SE19 2RL



PETER KEMPLAY
Military Miniatures - Paintings - Books - Prints

MAILORDER - DISTRIBUTION - EXPORT

Peter Kemplay,
Framlingham,
Woodbridge,
Suffolk.

Tel: Framlingham 723708

The leading Specialist Distributors of Military Models in the U.K. Sole world trade distributors
for the products of Norman Newton Ltd. Dealers in fine military prints, paintings and antiques.
Complete studio service: PAINTED FIGURES, DIORAMAS, CHESS SETS, MUSEUM DISPLAY
SERVICE and RESEARCH.

STADDEN
54mm COLLECTOR

RANGE

For over 20 years the most

sought-after range of military i
miniatures in the world. Un- \
rivalled in scope and sheer \
numbers this range is far too QP
large to list here. \A/e have T
chosen a few to whet your

KA 7 Roman Legionary
KA 9 Norman Warrior with axe
KK 1 Henry V
KK 2 Joan of Arc
KEC 4 English Civil War pikeman
KEG 5 English Civil War musketeer
KNB 14 Napoleonic British Light Dragoon Trooper, campaign dress
KNB 21 Napoleonic British Royal Fusilier, bandaged head
KNB 34 Highland Private 1315
KNB 38 Rifle Brigade bugler
KNF 3 Marshal Ney in uniform worn during retreat from Moscow
KNF 5 General Lasalle in Hussar uniform and bicorne, smoking pipe,

and leaning on sword
KNF 7 Grenadier Imperial Guard, bearskin
KNF 11 Drum-Major Senot, Imperial Guard
KNF 23 Trumpeter Empress Dragoons/Imperial Guard
KNF 30 French Hussar trumpeter, stable cap, buttoned pelisse
KNF 37 French Cuirassier in campaign dress
KNR 5 Russian Pavlovski Regiment drummer 1812
KSU 1 Sudan British Infantry Officer
KSU 2 Sudan British Infantry Private
KSU 3 Sudan Fuzzy Wuzzy
KIG 1 Imperial Germany Kaiser Wilhelm II
KIG 4 Imperial Germany Saxon Guard Teiter Trooper
ALL ABOVE AT £1.25 each, supplied animated by hand and primed
ready for painting. Remember, we can supply nearly any regiment, any
rank, any period. SUPER NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE LISTING THE
ENTIRE RANGE DUE OUT SOON - please inquire.
'MODEL SOLDIERS' published by the makers of Stadden figures -
nearly 40 pages of full-colour photos. £1.50.

STADDEN 90mm FIGURES
Latest issues in this superb range by the
master military sculptor;

29 Dragoon Officer F.D. Gt. Britain 1900
30 Hussar Officer F.D. Gt. Britain 1900
31 Lancer Officer F.D. Gt. Britain 1900
32 Scots Guards Officer (present day)
33 Grenadier a Cheval trooper, dismounted

duty, French Napoleonic

PRICE, including separate weapons £3.25 each
(also available, of course, the complete range
of these figures including the magnificent
French Grenadier illustrated.)

bAMMING
25 mm Wargame figures

MODEL MILITAIRE FLAGS
Self-adhesive 25mm scale flags - save time
and achieve perfect results. 35p per sheet of
12 flags in full colour. NAPOLEONIC PERIOD:
RI/1 British: 1st Gds., 1st, 4th, 23rd, 30th,

92nd Foot
RI/2 British: 2nd Gds., 3rd, 14th, 27th. 40th,

52nd Foot
RI/10 Prussian Infantry
Rl/14 French Line Infantry
RI/20 Russian Infantry

Many more sheets to follow

SPENCER-SMITH plastic WARGAMES FIGURES
Strictly speaking 30mm - but almost perfect match vvith all popular
25mm figures. Absolutely ideal for wargamers wanting to achieve
very large armies at reasonable cost and marvellous if you wish to
'dabble' in alternative periods. These need no introduction to 'old
campaigners' but suffice to say, whilst obviously not matching metal
figures in detail, etc., they are splendid value and quick to paint.
NAPOLEONIC Price per bag AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
Bags of: 24 Cavalry £1.20
24 British Life Guards £1.20 80 Infantry (inc. 12 officers, 6
24 British Hussars £*1.20 buglers) £1.20
24 Lancers £1.20 30 Artillerymen (inc. officer)
80 Russlans/Prussians/Bavari- plus 4 guns £1.60

ans (advancing) £1.20 CANNON
80 French Infantry (advancing) Filed or Howitzer 25p ea.

3 types £1.20 24-pdr. Naval 25p ea.
7 YEARS WAR/AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE
24 Staff officers mounted £1.20
24 Dragoons (4 off, 20 troopers) £1.20
W Foot (12 off, 6 drummers, 62 grenadiers/batt. men) £1.20
80 Frontiersmen (3 types)/lndians ( 3 types) £1.20
30 Artillerymen (inc. off.) plus 4 cannon (2 field, 2 howitzer) £1.60
ALSO AVAILABLt - Modern British army in field dress PLUS a new
range of superior figs, for Nap. and AWI periods. Lists available: lOp

LAMMING MINIATURES. New Ancient Figures;
AE/5 Egyptian with spear AG/1 Greek with sword

oscow AE/6 Egyptian with bow AG/2 Greek with spear
king pipe, AE/7 Egyptian officer CHARIOTS

AA/3 Assyrian with sling AE/1 Egyptian war chariot
AA/4 Assyrian with bow AE/2 Pharaoh's chariot
AA/5 Assyrian with spear AA/1 Assyrian war chariot
Prices: Foot 9p, Chariots 66p. Note: There is a large range of Lamming

»se Napoleonics plus superb Medieval Figures. Catalogue 15p.

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP PUBLICATIONS
- need no introduction from us. Extremely well researched range of
rule and reference books.
ANCIENT rules 1000 BC-AD 1000 (4th Ed.) 90p
1750-1850 rules 50p

.  1925-75 Infantry action rules
and primed 1925-50 Armour/Infantry rules fJP

-rue Ancient Naval Fleet action rules 69PISTING THE Armies & Enemies of Ancient Rome ('illus.)
Armies of Macedonian & Punic Wars

n  figures - Warfleets of Antiquity
Setting up a Wargames Campaign by Tony Bath £1.60

'HEROES OF WATERLOO' series by Charles Stadden
Sets of six 54mm artillerymen: 1 officer and 5 gunners complete with
swords, lever, rammer, buckets, etc. Cast on bases and very suitable for
grouping around cannon modeis. Simple assembly.

FRENCH IMPERIAL GUARD HORSE ARTILLERY

BRITISH HORSE ARTILLERY

PRICE PER'SET: £5.50 including colouring instructions.

SURFS * CATALOGUES *L3wnco PETER KEMPLAY comprehensive order catalogue, over 60 pages,
3ll popular many illustrations, listing all Stadden figures, Cameron, Lamming,
to achieve Tradition, Model Militaire, Guardhouse, Hinchcliffe kits, numerous
lu wish to books, prints, paints, etc. 50p post free (U.S.A.: $2.50 by air)
on to old
hing metal The following can be bought separately:
,  to paint. Lamming 25mm range 15p

p., Tradition 25mm range 15p

We can also supply the following:
Historex (coloured) catalogue 90p
Rose (coloured) catalogue 75p

TRADE INQUIRIES. We are sole distributors for nearly all products
mentioned in this advert and supply numerous retailers in the U.K. and
in over a dozen countries. Please write for details.

MAIL ORDER INSTRUCTIONS: MINIMUM ORDER 50p. POSTAGE: under
£5 10% (min. lOp), over £5 5%. OVERSEAS: MINIMUM ORDER £3
(except catalogues). POSTAGE at cost.

PLEASE STATE REQUIREMENTS CLEARLY. WE AIM TO GIVE A SPEEDY
SERVICE, BUT PLEASE ALLOW FOR SOME INEVITABLE DELAYS
SHOULD CURRENT WORKING RESTRICTIONS STILL BE IN FORCE.



LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1
Telephone 01-734 1352

We are the makers of the world-famous military miniatures by
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Made in 30 mm, 54 mm and 90 mm scales. Available either painted, unpainted or in kit form.
Large selection always in stock at our recently reduced prices.
Most other leading makes of metal and plastic figures also in stock, plus large selection of
tSritains, tiastolin' and other rare historical figures.
Tradition magazine and various popular titles on military uniforms and other requisites for
the military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militaria for the collector and connoisseur:

Swords, edged weaporis, pistols, long arms, headdresses, accoutrements, belt plates, hel
met plates, badges, orders, decorations, drums, uniforms and paintings.

Plus gifts and souvenirs in a military style

When in London a visit to our showrooms is a must. Open six days a week.
Mon., Tues., Wed. and Fri. 9-6
Thursday 9-7
Saturday 9-5

If you are unable to visit us, the following catalogues are available:
Stadden 30 mm master list - 20p
Stadden 54 mm master list-35p

'Tradition' book of Model Soldiers - £1.65 (post free)

^  SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR ^
PETER KEMPLAY, FRAMLINGHAM, WOODBRIDGE, SUFFOLK

Tel: Framlingham 723708

,  Trade enquiries welcome — complete price lists and catalogues available on request.
y

THE WARGAMES DEPARTMENT

CATERING FOR ALL WARGAMESG NEEDS

On 1st March, TRADniON, London's leading dealers in militaria and model soldiers, moved into WARGAMING.
Our staff, wargamers themselves, are always happy to be of assistance.

In addition to the wide range of wargaming items from the leading manufacturers listed below, we also stock many
items from lesser-known ranges, both from home and abroad.

Figures, A.F.y.s and equipment by:

HINCHLIFFE, AIRFIX, FUJIMI, etc.

Rules by:

W.R.G., L.W.S., etc.

Books by:
DON FEATHERSTONE, CHARLES GRANT, TERRY WISE, BRIGADIER PETER YOUNG, ALMARK,

PROFILES, etc.

Accessories and paints etc by:
BELLONA, AIRFIX, MERIT, HUMBROL, etc.

MAO, ORDERS

We regret we are unable to accept mail orders for under £3.00

Please add 10% for postage on all mail orders.
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SwMSm

Ark Royal. Royal Navy hero of so many early wartime battles at sea,
and the ship which the enemy claimed so many times to have sunk.
The superbly detailed Airfix kit Is complete with planes and full
armament.

Lancaster. This big R.A.F. bomber was the most outstanding of all
Allied World War // bombers, and spearheaded countless mass raids
over enemy territory. It makes a really magnificent Alrfix model with
17 inch wingspan /

8th Army figures. Heroes of the North African campaign against
Rommel, the 'Desert Rats' achieved their greatest triumph at
El Alamein. A terrific 48-piece set from Airfix.

m

V

Slop PRESS

1/24th scale HURRICANE Mk. 1.

Churchiff Tank. A mighty 40 ton warrior, the Churchill tank took part in
many actions following the D. Day landings in 1944. Buiid it with Airfix i

During the Second Worid Warthe Hawker
Hurricane, powered by a Rolls Royce Merlin
111 engine, proved to be one of the toughest
and most reliable fighter aircraft In service.
Now you can build it with a great new highly
detailed 1 /24th scale kit from Airfix.

CONSTRUCTION KITS
Just like the real thing I

Get Airfix kits from toy
shops, model shops

and F. W. Woolwprth -
ask for the big new
catalogue. Look out,
too, for the Airfix

Magazine, 15p monthly,

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


